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Abstract 
This paper introduces the real core model K(R) and determines the extent of scales in this 
inner model. K(R) is an analog of Dodd-Jensen’s core model K and contains L(R), the smallest 
inner model of ZF containing the reals R. We define iterable real premice & and show that 
C, (./Q+(R) has the scale property when AbAD. We then prove the following Main Theorem: 
ZF + AD + V = K(R) * DC. Thus, we obtain the Corolkzry: If ZF + AD + y(lR)$L(R) is 
consistent, then ZF + AD + DC + Vet < co* (cd:)-AD, is also consistent. 
0. Introduction 
Let CO be the set of all natural numbers. R = “‘w is the set of all functions from o to 
CO. We call R the set of reals and regard R as a topological space by giving it the 
product topology, using the discrete topology on CO. In this paper we study the inner 
model K(R), the real core model. K(R) contains the set of reals and contains definable 
scales beyond those in L(R), as we shall show. 
For a set Y and each A E “Y we associate a two-person infinite game on Y, with 
payoff A, denoted by GA: 
I Y(0) Y(2) 
II Y(l) Y(3) “. 
in which player I wins if ye A, and II wins if y $ A. We call A determined if the 
corresponding game G, is determined, that is, either player I or II has a winning 
quasi-strategy (see [17, p. 4461). Since we will be working in a context without the 
axiom of choice, we do not require strategies to be single valued. 
The axiom of determinacy (AD) is a regularity hypothesis about games on CO and 
states: VA c R (A is determined). Similarly, we let ADw represent the analogous 
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assertion concerning games on [w. Given a pointclass r E 9([w), r-ADn is the 
assertion that every two-person game on Iw with payoff in r is determined. (We are 
assuming a canonical homeomorphism “Iw z W.) Also, let DC abbreviate the axiom of 
dependent choices: For every set X and every relation R on X, 
(VUEX)(~~EX)R(U, b) * (3f: o-X)(Vn~co)R(f(n),f(n + 1)). 
Finally, let DCn denote DC restricted to the case of the reals, that is, where X = [w. 
Consider now L(Iw), the smallest inner model of ZF containing the reals. During the 
last twenty years an extensive theory of the structure of L(Iw) has been developed 
under the hypothesis that L(Iw) is a model of AD + DC. Assuming determinacy for 
sets of reals in J!@!), researchers have essentially settled all the important problems of 
descriptive set theory, such as reduction, separation, uniformization and the existence 
of scales in L([w). For example, Martin and Steel [ 143 determine the extent of scales in 
L([w) under the hypothesis that L([w) is a model of AD + DC. It seems that this 
hypothesis is sufficient o develop the structure and descriptive set theory of L(lR). 
Consequently one does get the strong impression that ZF + AD + DC + 
I/ = L(Iw) behaves as a “complete” theory for the inner model L([w) in the same sense 
that ZF + V = L is a “complete” theory for Giidel’s constructible universe L. How- 
ever, the analogy between L([w) and L is weakened by the apparent need to add DC to 
the theory ZF + AD + I/ = L([w), whereas ZF + V = L implies the axiom of choice. 
Steel [19], using the reflection properties and the fine structure of L([w), solves the 
problem of constructing scales of minimal complexity on sets of reals in L([w). Relying 
on Steel’s analysis, Kechris [lo] shows that 
ZF +AD+ I/= L(N) =z. DC. 
Thus, there is a convincing analogy between L([w) and L, and ZF + AD + I/ = L(Iw) 
is powerful enough to answer any “natural” question concerning the structure of L(Iw) 
and its sets of reals. 
The obvious question to ask now, is 
How can one extend the range of what constitutes a “constructible” set of reals 
beyond L([w) and still be able to resolve the important problems of descriptive set 
theory? 
Dodd and Jensen [6] define a very natural inner model which they call “the core 
model”, alias K. They show that K is the union of all ‘,Y1 mice’. A C1 mouse M can be 
thought of as a set model of V = L[p] with all iterated ultrapowers welfounded and 
such that, if M = J, [p] and p is a normal measure on P(rc) n Jol[p], then 
Y(Ic) n Z1(JDI[p]) $ J,[p]. The fine structure theory of L is valid in K, which in the 
absence of O# is L, and hence, ZF + I/ = K is a “complete” theory for K. 
In this paper we are interested in relative constructibility above the reals. The “real” 
analog of a C1 mouse, called a real 1 -mouse, is defined here and has the form J,[ ~1 (I$!). 
We introduce the real core model K(R), which is the union of real l-mice, and extend 
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the work of Martin, Steel and Kechris by showing that ZF + AD + V = K(R) is 
a “complete” theory for K(R). In particular, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4 (ZF + DC). Suppose that A? is an iterable real premouse and that 
A? != AD. Then .X,(A) has the scale property. 
Theorem 4.4, together with its proof, allows us to determine the extent of scales in 
K(lR) and to prove that 
ZF+AD+I’=K([W) =+. DC. 
In some sense L([w) is to L as K([W) is to K. This analogy should also hold for real core 
models larger than K(R). 
Our work initiates the mixture of two techniques to produce definable scales in 
K([W) beyond those in L(aB): fine structure and iterated ultrapowers. One consequence 
of this mixture is that 
K(IW) b ZF + DC + AD + Vci < ~~(cl-n:)-ADa, 
assuming ZF + AD + P(Iw)$L(lR). Here, for a < ol, (U-U:) is the usual difference 
hierarchy above Z7: ([7] gives a good description of this hierarchy). 
Solovay [18] (assuming strong hypothesis) shows that the theory ZF + AD does 
not prove DC. Solovay conjectured that ZF + AD, in fact, does not prove DCn. One 
consequence of our work is a partial answer to a question of Kechris: 
(Q) Does Con(ZF + AD + iDCa) imply Con(ZF + DC + ADR)? 
In [lo] Kechris shows that 
ZF + AD + 1DCn = aB# exists, 
and since [w# EK(IW)\L([W), we can conclude (see [13] or [7]) that 
Con(ZF + AD + 1DCa) + Con(ZF + DC + AD + Vcl < w~(Lx-I~:)-AD~). 
Real l-mice suffice to define the real core model and to prove the results in this 
paper about K(R), but they are not sufficient to study its full fine structure. 
JX = (M, Iw, K, p) is a real l-mouse, if & is an iterable real premouse (see Definition 
2.2) and 9([w x K) n J5i (4)$1M. To solve the problem of constructing scales of 
minimal complexity in K([W) requires the study of real mice, where Ci is replaced with 
C, together with a stronger iterability condition. This topic will be covered in 
a subsequent paper [2] where we extend the results on scales established here to the 
higher levels of the Levy hierarchy. 
Our work poses the major question: 
By extending our results to real core models beyond K(R) can it be shown that there 
is an inner model of ZF + DC + ADa, assuming ZF + AD + 1 DCa? 
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In [3] we prove 
Con(ZF + AD + iDCn) * Con(ZF + DC + AD + 3~ > 0 [K is measurable]), 
where 0 is the supremum of the ordinals which are the surjective image of Iw, and 
hence (again, see [13]) 
Con(ZF + AD + 1DCn) * Con(ZF + DC + AD + (w2-#)-ADn). 
We believe that this result can be extended to get an inner model of AD with w1 many 
measurable cardinals above 0, and therefore conclude 
Con(ZF + AD + 1DCn) * Con(ZF + DC + AD + Ya < oi (a-ZI:)-ADn). 
This suggests that the theory ZF + AD + 1 DCn proves the existence of inner models 
of ZF + AD + DC having very large cardinals above 0. We propose the following 
conjecture. 
Conjecture. Con(ZF + AD + 1 DCn) * Con(ZF+DC+AD+36>@ [S is 
Woodin]). 
A cardinal 6 is Woodin if, for every f: 6 --* 6, there is a K < 6 such that K is closed 
under f and such that there is an elementary embedding j: V --f M with crit( j) = K, 
M is transitive, and vj/j(/)(K)E M. Martin and Steel [15] proved that L(lR) k AD + DC, 
assuming an infinite number of Woodin cardinals below a measurable cardinal. 
Perhaps the existence of inner models of AD with “many” Woodin cardinals above 
0 implies that there are inner models of ZF + DC + ADn, and thus one could 
conceivably answer question (Q) affirmatively. 
The present paper is organized into five sections. In Section 1 we exposit the 
required basic fine structure theory of relative constructibility above the reals. Iterable 
real premice and their elementary fine structure are discussed in Section 2, together 
with a relative criterion for iterability. In Section 3, we prove some technical results 
concerning the definability of this iterability criterion, and Section 4 is devoted to 
proving Theorem 4.4. Finally, in Section 5 K([W) is defined and we prove that 
(i) K(R) 1 ZF and (ii) ZF + AD * K(R) b AD + DC; in addition, we determine the 
extent of scales in K([W). 
Preliminaries and Notation. We work in ZF and state our additional hypothesis as we 
need them. This is done to keep a close watch on the use of determinacy and 
dependent choice in the proofs of our main theorems. Variables x, y, z, w . generally 
range over [w, while ~1, /3, y, 6 . . . range over OR the class of ordinals. For XE [w and 
i E o we write 1. nx(n + i) for the real y such that y(n) = x(n + i) for all n, and we write 
(x)i for the real z such that z(n) = x( (n, i)), where (,) recursively codes a pair of 
integers by a single integer. If 0 < j < w and 1 d k < o, then oj x (“w)~ is recursively 
homeomorphic to Iw, and we sometimes tacitly identify the two. 
A pointclass is a class of subsets of [w closed under recursive substitutions; a bold- 
face pointclass is a pointclass closed under continuous substitutions. For a pointclass 
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r, we write “T-AD” or “Det(T)” to denote the assertion that all games on o with 
payoff in r are determined. For the notions of a scale and of the scale property (and 
any other notions from descriptive set theory which we have not defined), we refer the 
reader to Moschovakis [17]. 
Our general set-theoretic notation is standard. We shall write (xi, . . . ,x,) to 
represent a finite sequence of elements. For any set X, (X)‘O is the set of all finite 
sequences of elements of X, [X] Cm is the set of all finite subsets of X, and .9(X) is the 
set of all subsets of X. Given the two sequences and t, the sequence s-t is the 
concatenation of s with t. Generally, p will be a normal measure on P(K), where K is an 
ordinal. For any ordinals ‘I d CI, ‘Cxt is the set of all strictly increasing 9 sequences from 
CI. V, is the set of all sets of rank less than a. The ordered pair of x and y is defined by 
(x, y) = {{x}, {x, y}}, and ordered n-tuples, for n > 2, are defined by induction on n: 
(x 1, ... 9 &) = (Xl, (x1 ... ,x,)). For a model .4 = (M, E, . . ), we shall abuse standard 
notation slightly and write “M = {je M If: K + M}. 
Given a model & = (M, cl, c2, . . . , c,, Al, AZ, . . , AN), where the Ai are predicates 
and the ci are constants, if X c M then C,,(&‘, X) is the class of relations on 
M definable over A by a C, formula from parameters in Xu{c1,c2, . . . ,c,}. 
C,(&, X) = lJ_C,(&,X). We write “Cn(Ay for C,(_&, 0) and “Z,,(A))) for 
Z,(.&‘, M). Similar conventions hold for ZZ, and A,, notations. If _& is a substructure of 
.N and X s M c N, then “A <t _V” means that & b 4 [a] iff _.N’ 14 [a], for all 
aE(X)‘” and all C, formulae C$ (the formula 4 is allowed constants taken from 
{ Cl,C2, ..+ 9 c”}). We write “A <, _Af” for “.4%! <F A/^“. 
We may refer to the “pointclass Z-,(&, X)“, or assert hat “C,(A, X) has the scale 
property.” Both cases actually refer to C,(.,&!, X)nY(R), but the context should make 
this clear. We may also say that a E &! when we mean a E M. Finally, to distinguish our 
definition of a premouse from the premice of Dodd and Jensen, we may sometimes 
refer to our version as “premice above the reals”. 
1. Elementary fine structure above the reals 
A fine structure theory for relative constructibility has been developed by Dodd and 
Jensen [6]. In this section we present a straightforward generalization of this theory to 
that of relative constructibility above the reals. Only the fine structure necessary for the 
study of “Ci mice” is presented, since we do not require the full fine-structure of K(R). 
Let YN be the language {E, [w,ci, . . . ,c,, Al, . . . , AN} where E and the cj are 
constant symbols and the Ai are predicate symbols. The following abbreviations of 
.YN formulae are useful: 
def 
h(w) 0 Vx(xEw a 3z(zew A Vu(uez 0 uEx v u =x)) (“wislimit”), 
Tr(w) Z Vae wVbea(b~ w) (“w is transitive”), 
def 
ord(w) o Tr(w) A Va~wVb~w(a~b v bra v a = b) (“w is an ordinal”). 
We now define a weak set theory of the reals. 
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Definition 1.1. The theory RN is the deductive closure of the following axioms: 
(1) VxVy(x = y 0 Vz(zEx 0 zEy)) (extensionality), 
(2) 3yVx(x#y) (0 exists), 
(3) Vx(x # 8 * 3y(y~x A xny = 0)) (foundation), 
(4) VxVyIzVt(tez 0 (t = x v t = y)) (pairing), 
(5) vx3yvt(t(tEy 0 3z(zEx A tEz)) (union), 
(6) 3 W(@E w A ord(w) A km(w) A VNG wi h(cc)) (co exists), 
(7) Vu Vi?!lzVs(s E z 0 s E u A Il/(s, 3)) (Co separation), 
(8) VuVWw3yVz(z~y o 3tEw(z = {SEU: q(s, t, 2)))) (CO closure), 
(9) VX(XEfj - VyEXhECO3Z3f(T?$Z) A y G Z A f:TIT:Z)) (E = vo+I), 
where, in (7) and (8), q and $ are any C,, formulas. 
The theory RN is usually referred to simply as R. Of course, the set of reals Iw is 
a proper subset of V, + 1 and is easily “separated” from V, + 1. It is more convenient o 
start constructing new sets from the transitive set V,,, rather than from [w. Since 
I’,+ 1 can be “constructed” from [w, we shall consider I’,, 1 as given and we will tacitly 
identify the two. In addition, our intended models of R are transitive and satisfy the 
following n, version of axiom (9) 
(9) VX(XE FJ o VyEx3new3zE IFj 3fE lJj(Tr(z) A y E z A f:n”%z)). 
Thus, we will not distinguish between these two versions of axiom (9). 
Recall the basis functions F1 , . . . , F 1 ?, F 1 8, . . . , F17+n of Dodd [S, Definition 1.31 
where each Fj is a function of two variables. In particular, F,,+i(a, b) = anAi. 
Definition 1.2. A function F is rudimentary in Ai, . . . , AN provided that 9 is a com- 
position of the basis functions. 
Definition 1.3. A relation 9 is rudimentary in A,, . . . , AN provided that for some 
rudimentary function 9, 9(x1, . . . ,x,) o 9(x1, . . . ,xn) # 0, for all xi, . . . ,x,. 
We shall often just say that the function 5 (or the relation 9) is rudimentary, when 
the predicates Al, . . . , AN are clear from the context. 
Using the basis functions one can show that the theory RN can be axiomatized by 
a single n, sentence of the language ZN (see Dodd [S, Lemma 1.91). Also, for any Cc, 
formula of _YN, say q(q, . . . , u.), there is a rudimentary function F, such that 
RF&, . . . ,rnJuCn = F&i, . . . ,141, 
Rl-Val, . . . ,an[Flp(al, . . . ,a,) = {(xl, . . . ,x,)Eal x ... ~a,: &xl, . . . ,x,)}]. 
Definition 1.4. S(u) = uu U !: :” Ff’(u x u). 
The function S is rudimentary and the following hold: 
(1) R I- Vu3z(z = S(u)), 
(2) R t- Vu(u is transitive * S(u) is transitive). 
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Given sets A,, . . . , AN, recall the definition of the inner model LIA1, . . . , A,]@) and 
its J-hierarchy: Let 
S,([w) = iw = V,,, for all nEt0, 
for all x 2 0, 
SAW = u acA S,(lR) for A a limit ordinal. 
For each ordinal a let J,[A1, . . . , AN]@) = S,,((w), and let LIA1, . . . , A,](IW) = 
u aeoRJa[A~, . . . ,&IUW 
We want to add an axiom to R which states in the language _YN that every set is 
a member of an S&R) for some ordinal 5. To do this consider the CO formula p(f): 
fis a function A dom(f)~OR A VnEw(f(n) = B) 
A Va E dum(f)(a 2 w A a + 1 E&m(f) * f(a + 1) = S(f(a))) 
A ~~~dom(f)(~ is limit * f(n) = U,,,f(a)). 
Definition 1.5. R+ is the theory RN together with 
(1) va3f(cp(f) A ~Edom(f)), 
(2) Va3a3f((p(f) A acdom(f) A aEf(a)). 
The conjugation of (1) and (2) is a IZ, sentence which we denote by 
I/ = L[A,, . . . ,AN](U%). 
It follows that the theory R+ can be axiomatized by a single ll, sentence of the 
language 04plv. 
Given a formula Ii/(v) of the language _YN the expression $(S,([w)) abbreviates the 
formula 
3Y3f(df) A Y =f(a) A ‘h’)). 
Since R c R+, it follows (see Dodd [S, Lemma 2.63) that 
R + I- Vct(S,@) is transitive). 
We are interested in transitive models A? = (M, E , EMU, Al, . . . , AN) of R+. We shall 
write IRA = El@ for .A% version of the reals. For any aE ORA we let ShA(W) denote the - - 
unique set in A satisfying 
J@t-3f(cp(f) A agdom(f) A Sf(lw) =f(4), 
where cp is as in Definition 1.5. For 1 = ORA, let Sf(!R) = U,,lS;;/c(W). Let @ 
denote the class {y: the ordinal wy exists} and let J?(E) = S$$R), for y < &-/I. Since 
A k R+, it follows that A4 = J&,,(@). 
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Let &P be the substructure of .H defined by 
dy = (Jf@), E, B”, J~(R)nA,, . . . ,J;At(Q-vl,), - - 
fory>landyd@“, and let MY = JA(lR). We can write 
4’ = (MY, E, BA”, Al, . . . ,&), 
as this will cause no confusion. &Zy is closed under the basis functions. In particular, 
.My is amenable, that is, an/tie MY, for all a E MY where 1 < i < N. 
Remark. J?(R) is just the relativized Jensen hierarchy above I@, that is, 
J:(B) = J, [if, . . . , Af] ([WA) for y d 6?“. Thus, in general, Jo # (J,(5!))-/6 
where (Jy(18))“v is the usual (un-relativized) Jensen hierarchy above !%A constructed 
in _M. 
Lemma 1.6. Let A? be a transitive model of R+. 
(1) The sequences (Sf([w): y < ORA) and (Jf(@: y < 6??&) are uniformly C,(d), 
(2) M = J&([w,> 
(3) Ay is also a transitive model of R+ when 1 < y < 6@‘, and So = S~(IX)for all 
a < ORA’. 
Proof. Assertions (1) and (2) follow from the above observations. Assertion (3) holds 
because the two sequences in (1) are defined by local Co recursions. To prove (3) we 
must show that (Sf([w): LX < 1)~ MY for all 1 and y such that 1~ wy and 
l<y&P . This can be established by induction on y, using the induction hypoth- 
esis that the sequence (Sf(lR): c( < OR-‘@) is C,(L@) for /I -C y. 0 
Lemma 1.7. Let A be a transitive model of R+. There is a rudimentary function G and 
a uniformly C,(A) sequence (gf: CI < ORk) such that (dropping the superscript A 
on 9) 
(1) gy E gafor Y G 4 
(2) gy = U a< y9a for limit Y, 
(3) k~0R” 4 I= go1+ I = G(g,, S:(Iw)), 
(4) VCXEOR~ Akga:[cr]‘” x E 2% St(B). 
Proof. Fix a (uniformly) rudimentary function h such that for all finite F c OR, 
h”(F x Pa) = ((G,, G2): G1 c F and G2 c F}. 
(One can easily construct such an h.) We now define functions gy by induction on 
y such that 
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For n E w define gn : [n] <w x IF?@ 2 Sf([w) = ET!,& by gn(F, x) = x. For limit ordinal y, 
let 
gy = u 9.. 
@<Y 
Finally, for successor ordinal y = 6 + 1 > o assume that ga : [S]‘” x IF@ 2% Sf@) 
has been constructed. Let FE [y] <w and x E IwA be given. If &F, then set 
gy(F, 4 = Sa(F, 4. 
If 6EF, then for i~{l, 2) let 
ga(Gi, (xh), if (x)3(4 = 0, 
ai = sf([w), if (~)~(i) # 0, 
where (G,, G2) = h(F\{6}, (x),,), and define 
where j is such that j = (x),(3)mod(l7 + N) and 1 < j < 17 + N. 
It can be shown by an easy induction that ga: [a]‘” x [WA 2% S$r(lR) for all 
QE OR&. In addition, notice that there is a rudimentary function G such that 
gn+ i = G(g,, Sf(lR)) and, as in the proof of Lemma 1.6, the sequence (g$: c( < OR.‘@) 
is uniformly C,(JY). 0 
Corollary 1.8. Let A be a transitive model of R+. There is a uniformly C,(A) map f-K 
such that f’@: [ORAICo x [WA 2% M. 
Proof. Let f” = U a< ,g/“, where 1= OR-“. 0 
Let y = T,(x) denote the formula “y is the transitive closure of x.” 
Lemma 1.9. Let A be a transitive model of R+. Then A k Va(TC(a) exists). In fact, for 
any model JV’ of R+, $0”‘ is wellfounded, then .,V k Vu(T,(a) exists). 
Proof. See [S, Lemma 2.401. q 
Next, we formulate a selection principle for transitive models of R+. 
Definition 1.10. For F, GE [OR]‘” let 
F <aKG iff 3cc~G(G = F\a) v max(GAF)EG. 
deK is the Brouwer-Kleene order on finite sets of ordinals and is a Co wellorder. 
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Definition 1.11. Suppose J& is a transitive model of R+. Then .M satisfies Z, selection 
iff whenever R g M x [ORAA/ICU is Z&G’) there is a Z&Y) relation S G R such that 
V@FR(a, F) =E. 3!FS(a, F)). 
Definition 1.12. Suppose _M is a transitive model of R+. Let h: [WA x M -B M be 
a partial Zn map. Then h is a C, Skolemfinction iff whenever S is C,(./Z, {a}) for some 
UEM, and S # 8, then Zlx~IW~((h(x, a)~,‘$. 
Lemma 1.13. Let A be a transitive model of R+. Then A! sutisjes C1 selection. 
Proof. Let R z M x [ORAICU be a E;,(J) relation. So, there is a Z,, formula 
$(v, uo, ul, u2) and a PE M such that 
R(u, F) iff .& \ 3u $(u, a, F, p). 
Define 
S(u, F) iff 3a~OR~[3u~S/((W)tj(u, a, F, p) 
A vy < UVUE sf(Ft)1+(u,u,F,p) 
A VGES~(U~)VUDSS;;/C(~F%)(G cBKF * 1 +(~,a, G,p))]. 
Clearly S uniformizes R and by Lemma 1.6 S is C1(M, (p}). 0 
An inspection of the proof of Lemma 1.13 shows that if the relation R is Z1 lightface, 
then the “selection” relation S is also C1 lightface. 
Lemma 1.14. Let A be a trunsitiue model of R+. Then there is a canonical Z1 Skolem 
function for A. 
Proof. Let f A be the map given by Corollary 1.8, and let (Cpi: i E o) be some effective 
enumeration of the C1 formulae of two free variables. Let 
R(x, s, F) iff &Z t= qx(oj(s,fA(F, Ai.x(i + 1)). 
Since the ,X1 satisfaction relation is uniformly C1 for transitive models of R+ (see [S, 
Ch. 2]), it follows that R is C1 (4) lightface. So let gA be the C1 (.N) map uniformizing 
R, and let 
h(x, s) = fA(gA(x, s), li.x(i + 1)). 
It is easy to check that h is the desired Skolem function. 0 
Definition 1.15. Let _M be a transitive model of R+. Then hA is the canonical C1 
Skolem function with the parameter free Z1 definition given in the proof of Lemma 
1.14. For PE M, hj& is the function given by hG(x, s) = h&x, (s, p)). 
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Definition 1.16. Let J# = (M, E, ll$ cr, . . . , c,, Al, . . . , AN) be a transitive YN model 
and let [w” c X 5 M. Let H = {REM: {u} is Z,(_M, X)}. The C, hull of X is the 
substructure 
Hull/(X)=(H, E, lJj,“,cl, . . . . c,,HnA,, . . . . nA,). 
Lemma 1.17. Let &! be a transitive model ofR+ and let 2 = H~ll~(R~uXu{p)), 
where Xv{pl G M and X # 8. Then 
(1) ~<r~ZandZl=R+, 
(2) H = hj&“(F@ x (X)‘O). 
Proof. (1). It is easy to see that if {a} is in Zi(&, H), then a is also in H. To show 
~8 < i _M, we shall apply the Tarski Criterion for < r (see [l, Lemma 7.71). Suppose 
that s 1, . . . , s, are elements of H and assume that J? l= II/ [sr, . . . , s,, b] for some b E M, 
where I// is a Cr formula. We need to show that Ji? 11(1 [sr , . . . , s,, a] for some a E H. If 
s = (Sit . . . , s,), then for some x E [w there exists an a E M such that a = h&(x, s) and 
&4?1t/5[sr, . .. ,s,, a]. Now since {u} is in Cr(J4, {si, . . . ,s”,x}), it follows that UE H, 
and therefore 2 < 1 A. 
Since R+ can be axiomatized by a II2 sentence, and because # < 1 A, it follows 
that Z?i= R+. 
Assertion (2) follows easily. 0 
Definition 1.18. Let ..& and JV be models for the language 9~. A map 7c :~2 >; N is 
cofinul if, for all a EN there is a b E M such that JV l= a E n(b). 
Suppose that 4! is an _YN-model. Let 8 be a ZI, formula, say Vu 3 u $(u, v) where + is 
in CO. Let s be an assignment of elements in M to the free variables of 8. We say that 
e[s] is &-collectible if, 
_&ke[s] ifandonlyif ~irVu3bV~Eu3vEbIC/(u,o)[s]. 
Lemma 1.19. Let JZ and JV be models for the language _Y’n, and let 8 be any 
IT2 formula. Suppose that z : A? 7 N is cof’inal. Then 
(1) 
(2) Assume that .N is a transitive model of Rt and that g[s] is .&-collectible. Then 
B[n(s)] is Jlr-collectible, and if& k g[s], then JV k O[z(s)]. 
Proof. (1) Let q be a C1 formula, say cp E 3v+(v, vlr . . ,vJ, where + is in CO, and 
assume that JlrF3vIl/(v,n(a1), . . . ,~(a,)). Let a~ N be such that JV b $(a, 
n(4), ... , n(a,)). Since 71 is cofinal there is a bE M such that J1’ b UE n(b) and so, 
JV \ 3vEn(b)$(u,n(a1), . . . ,~(a,,)). Therefore, JZ b 3vEbJl(v,aI, . . . ,a,) and hence, 
~~3Vll/(V,U~, .. . ,a,). 
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(2) We are given that e[s] is &‘-collectible, that is, 
Mi=O[s] if and only if JZ~VU~~VUEU~UE~~(U, u)[s], 
where I++ is in C,, and 13 is Vu30 tj(u, u). We now show that O[z(s)] is N-collectible. 
Claim. dVbtI[~~(s)] ifandonlyifJlr~Vu3bV~~a3u~b~(u,o)[n(s)]. 
Proof. (=a) Suppose that .A’” k @z(s)]. Therefore, .k k O[s] and because e[s] is 
.&-collectible, it follows that JZ k Vu 3b Vu E a 3 u E b$(u, u) [s]. To show that 
~~VU~~VUEU~UE~II/(U,U)[R(S)], let a be in N. Let U’EM be such that 
M k a E rr(u’), and let o! E M be such that .k k U’E S&R). Since & k (S&R) is transitive) 
and rc : 4 7 Jv, it follows that N k [S,,,([FB) is transitive A UE &(!%)I. Because S[s] is 
M-collectible, there is a b’ E M such that & k Vu E S,(Ft)Ziu E b’lC/(u, u)[s]. It follows 
that M k Vu~S,(,)([W)3v~~(b’)ll/(u, u)[rc(s)], an so, NkVuEu3uE7l(bl)1&, u)[n(s)]. d 
Thus, _N~Vu3bVu~u3u~bt+b(u, u)[n(s)]. 
(-z=) Assume that ~~Vu3bVu~u3u~b~(u,u)[n(s)]. Let UEN and let U’EM be 
such that Jv 1 a E rc(u’). Therefore there is a bEN such that 
N k VUETC(U’) 3u~hj(u, u)[n(s)], and hence, Jf k 3u+(u, u)[x(s)]. It follows that 
J b 8 k(s)]. q 
Suppose now that JZ 18 [s]. Therefore, JZ 1 Vu 3 b Vu E a 3 u E be (u, u) [s]. The proof 
of the Claim shows that N !=Vu3bVu~u%~btj(u, u)[rr(s)], and because @[n(s)] is 
M-collectible, N k 0[7r(s)]. 0 
Corollary 1.20. Let JZ and JV be models for the language ~3’~. Assume that JH is 
a transitive model of R+ and that rc: dc; JV is cojinul. Then Jf k R+. 
Proof. First we prove that _N k RN, then we will show that 
.N 1 V = LIA1, . . . , A,](U3). 
Since axioms (1) and (6) are C1 and axioms (3) and (9) are nt, it follows that these 
axioms hold in M, because K : A?-+ JV. Also, since JZ t= Vx $8, we have 
Jf k Vx $ n(Q)), and therefore JY satisfies’axiom (2). The remaining axioms of RN are 
true in JY because they are equivalent in _& to a sentence which is M-collectible. Since 
the proofs that axioms (4), (5), and (7) hold in .N are similar (but simpler) to the proof 
that axiom (8) holds in N, we shall only prove that Jf satisfies axiom (8). 
Let II/ be an instance of axiom (8), say 
II/=vuv~vw3yvz(zEy 0 3tEw(z={sEU:q(S,t,5!)})). 
Let 8 be the sentence 
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Clearly, 8 is II2 and M ‘F 8. If we prove that M k 0, it will follow that N 1 II/; hence, 
axiom (8) will hold in 4”. Thus, to show that ,V k 8, we only need to prove the 
following claim. 
Claim 1. 13 is &Z-collectible. 
Proof. Because there is a rudimentary function F, such that 
.k k vutltvqF,(u, t, 2) = {SEtc q(u, s, t, x’)}] 
and because there is an n E w such that 
J& k VLX lI~;~,([W) g S,+,@)l, 
it follows that 
J&k&38 2 cr~uES,([W)~~ES,([W)~wES,([W)3yESB([W) 
[vzEy3tEW(Z = {SEW qo(s, 4X’))) 
A WEW3ZEY(Z = {SEX cp(s, t,x’)})] 
and hence, 0 is &Y-collectible. 0 
Finally, to see that Jlrk V = L[Ai, . . . , AN] ([w), we first prove the following 
Claim 2. n : ORA* OR,“. 
Proof. Let yEOP and let a~ ORA” be such that N k y E rr(S,([w)). Since 
.M k S,@)nOR = CI, we have JV k x(S,([W))nOR = T(M), and so JV 1 YE n(a), that is, 
n: OR,k + OR”* is cofinal. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.20 (conclusion). Because ~2 1 (S,([w) exists) for all CIE OR”, it 
follows that .M l= (SE@) exists) for cofinally many ~1 E ORA, and hence, for all CI E OR’-. 
For each a~ N there is an CIE ORA such that JV k a~ S,,,,([w) and therefore, 
_N k V = L[Ai, . . . , AN] @). Hence, we have established that ~5’” k R+. 0 
2. Iterable premice 
In this section we bring together fine structure above the reals and the theory of 
iterated ultrapowers. The mixture of these two techniques produces iterable real 
premice and allows us to construct scales beyond those in L([w). A real premouse M is 
a premouse in the usual sense (see [6]) but with two additional conditions: (i) 
J# contains the set of reals Iw as an element and (ii) .M believes that its measure is 
“[W-complete.” 
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Definition 2.1. Let p be a normal measure on K. We say that p is an (W-complete 
measure on rc if the following holds: 
If (A,: x E Iw) is any sequence such that A, E p for all x E Iw, then n XE n A, E p. 
In ZFC one can prove, using the axiom of choice, that a normal measure on rc is 
[W-complete, but we are assumingly only ZF as our metatheory and therefore, cannot 
prove that a normal measure is U&complete, that is, 
ZF f (p is a normal measure * p is an [W-complete measure). 
We now focus our attention on transitive models JH of R+ such that .k’ believes 
that one of its predicates is an [WA -complete measure on S(rc)nM. For this reason we 
modify our official language by letting YN = {E, Uj, TV, u, Al, . . . , AN}, where p is 
a new predicate symbol and 5 is a constant symbol. Models of the language 
_YO = ( E, I& r~, p> will be our main interest. 
Definition 2.2. A model _4? = (M, E, IJf, rf, ,u, Al, . . . , AN) is a premouse (above the 
reals) if 
(1) .,H is a transitive model of R+, 
(2) _4Y k “p is an [W-complete measure on 5”. 
&? is a pure premouse if ..4 = (M, !jA, IJ~, p). Finally, J? is a real premouse if it is pure 
and [WA = !I& 
Note that “p is an [W-complete measure on K” is a 17i assertion. 
Definition 2.3. The theory PM is the theory R+ together with the sentence “CL is an 
l&complete measure on E”. 
Clearly, the theory PM can be axiomatized by a single n, sentence. For a premouse 
A, we shall write K or K A for x”K when the context is clear. , 
Given a premouse _4! we now define its ultrapower, denoted by .R1/i. Let 
“M={f~M:f:rc+M).Forf,g~~Mdefine 
f-s iff ~~{4~~:_f(5)=9(5)}~k 
Since JH satisfies X0 seperation, the above set is in A, and - is an equivalence 
relation on “M. For feKM, we denote the equivalence class of f by [f]. Let 
Ml = {[f]:f~“M} and define 
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By amenability, the sets on the right-hand side are in Jlif and therefore can be 
measured by p. For a E M, let c, E “M be the constant function defined by c,(t) = a for 
all ~EK. Now define 
41 = (MI, E, Ccwl, Cwl, PI, Ai, . ,A;). 
Since the meaning will always be clear, we usually write 
A, = (M,, E, LfjM1, ~.ll, p, Al, . . . , AN). 
A version of Los’ theorem holds for this ultrapower. 
Theorem 2.4. Let ~2 be a premouse. Then 
J@1 b cp([fIl, ... > Cfnl) iff Jz k (5 E Jc: cp(fI (0 . ‘. J&3)> E PL, 
for every CO formula rp and for all f,, . . . ,fn E “M. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of cp. The bounded existential 
quantifier case is the only case which requires checking. 
Case: cp is the formula 3u~ vr$(u, vl, . . , II,,), where I(/ is CO. 
Letf, , . . . ,fnEKM. 
( a) Let [ fo] EMl be such that 
AI b Nfol, Cfil, ... >Cfnl) A Cfol ECfil 
Using the induction hypothesis, it follows that 
JH b It: E k: ll/(fO(5), fi (0 . . . ?f”(5)) * fO(5) Efl)> E K 
and so. 
d-G!\ t&K: ~v~flw(v>fl(4), ... ,f"(4))}W 
( e ) The usual proof of this direction assumes that JZ satisfies the axiom of choice, 
but we can get by with a weaker choice principle. Suppose 
Jzb {eEJc: 3vEfi(@Hv>fi(5), ‘*.3f&))}w 
Let g(5) = {vefi(O: $(v,fi(Q . . . ,f”(t))} for ~EIC. Clearly, geM and &I {t;~rc: 
g(5) # @} EP. Lemma 1.7(4) implies that there is anfE M and an LXE ORA such that 
.kkf:[a]‘“x lQAfi% Ue,g([). Let h:Kx Rx+[cr]‘“u{a} be defined by 
h(5, x) = 
i 
F, if F is the d&east such that f (F, X)E g(r), 
6 otherwise. 
Clearly h E M and &? b { 5 E K: (3x E K@)h(t, x) # x} E p. Since 4 \ “p is an [W-complete 
measure on E”, there is an x0 E [WA such that _M + {[E K: h(& x0) # a} E p. Now let 
fOE “M be such that fO(<) = f (h(<, x,), x0) whenever h(5, x0) # ~1, and so, 
Jz b {5E K:fo(5)Ef1(5) * II/(fO(5),fi(5)> ..’ >f”(5))} EP. 
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Hence, 
For a real premouse JZ, the requirement that its measure be &complete is essential 
for the proof of Theorem 2.4. To verify this, assume that I@!) k AD + DC and let 
MEL be such that I@) k “cl is a normal measure on or”. Let A = lJrEw, (f~L(tl?): 
f: ~2% l> and let a be large enough so that A EJ,[~](IR). Let A = (J,[p](Iw), p). So, 
&EL@), _I& k “p is a normal measure” and note that 
Yet, 
for all g : w1 --) A in J,[ ~1 ([w). Otherwise, there would be an uncountable wellordered 
set of reals in I!@). 
Remark. Assuming that L(R) satisfies DC, one can show that L(lR) contains no 
I&complete measures (otherwise, [w# exists). 
For a premouse J& define n’@: JV + A1 by #(a) = [c,] for UE M. When the 
context is clear we shall drop the superscript and write n for #. 
Corollary 2.5. rc : A 7; Al. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let Stir be a premouse. Then 7~: A + Al is co&d and hence, 
iC%G+‘,. 
Proof. To see that 7~: k’ -+ J& is cofinal, let [f] E MI and let a E M be such that 
a = range(f). Theorem 2.4 implies that 4, 1 [f] E n(a), and therefore n is cofinal. By 
Lemma 1.19 and Corollary 2.5, we have that 7~ : Jli cy ~2’~. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let ~2 be a premouse. Then Al k PM. 
Proof, Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 1.20 imply that JZ, k R+. Since the sentence “p is an 
I&complete measure” is ITI, it follows that .dI k PM. 0 
Using standard techniques (see [S, Ch. 53) one can prove the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.8. Let Jz’ be a premouse and let Jkt be its ultrapower. Also, let x = #, 
K = K.' and let id E“M be the identity map. Then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
$a E Ml, then Al 1 a = z(f)(K)forfEKM such that a = [f], 
@‘&I = p”, 
i?(K x I&M, = .b?(K x IW)nM. 
The proofs of Lemmas 2.442.6 use the fact that a premouse ~‘8 is transitive. _A$ is 
not necessarily transitive (or even wellfounded), but inherits from JZ all the properties 
required to form the ultrapower and to prove that Lemmas 2.4-2.6 apply to &i. 
[For example, the proof of Lemma 2.4 used the fact that A satisfies property (4) of 
Lemma 1.7. Since 
it follows that .A1 also satisfies property (4) of 1.7.1 Consequently, we can form the 
ultrapower of Ai, denoted by A%?~, and prove that 
where 7ri2 = x.,‘~. In general, we can iterate this operation and get a commutative 
system of models by taking direct limits at limit ordinals. 
Definition 2.9. Let A be a premouse. Then 
is the commutative system satisfying the inductive definition: 
(1) J&l = A, 
(2) 7% = identity map, and nnpy 0 Q = zc,? for all M < fi < y < 1, 
(3) If 1. = 13’ + 1, then A%?~ = ultrapower of AAS, and x,2 = r&,o~,~, for all tl < A’, 
(4) If 1 is limit, then (AA, (7~~~: Aa -+ AA)% < j,) is the direct limit of 
We note that the maps in the above commutative system are cofinal and are 
Ci embeddings, that is, 
for all a < j? E OR. 
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Definition 2.10. A premouse JZ is an iterable premouse if J?~ is wellfounded for all 
1EOR. 
For an iterable premouse JZ and o! E OR, we identify &, with its transitive collapse. 
Hence, 
& = (K, l !“kh,!8,11,~1, ... ,&) 
is a premouse for all ordinals ~1. In this case, we write K, = n,,(r/) = %A for c( E OR. 
Given a model .Af of PM and an integer n > 1, let ‘KN = (f~ N: JV” t ‘f is 
a function” A dam(j) = “rc}, where K = g N Using standard techniques (see [S, Chs. . 
6 and 71) one can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.11. Suppose that JZ is an iterable premouse with the commutative system 
((&)or~OR,(~afl : & -+ _d$), 6 b E OR). Then, for all ordinals c? < fl: 
(1) If a EM,, then a = ~,(f)(r+,,, . . . ,q.)for somefe ‘KaM, and for some yl, . . . , y,,, 
wherea<yI < ... <y,<pandnEco. 
(2) 7~~~ 1 K, = identity map. 
(3) L@ = I@. 
(4) 9(x,x [W)nM, = ~(Jc, x [W)nMB. 
(5) 7r&,) = ICE and K, < ICY. 
Property (4) implies, in particular, that J and A,r have the same sets of reals. 
Definition 2.12. Let JZ! be a premouse and let X E M. A set I c OR” is a set of order 
&(.&,X) indiscernibles if, for any Zk formula cp(uO, ul, . . . , u,_ 1) with parameters 
allowed from X, 
J!= (P(xcl,a1, ... ,E~-~) iff &b(~tP~,Pi, . . . ,Pn-i), 
for all ~1~ < 01~ < ... < c(,_ 1 and all b. < /I1 < ... < Pn_ 1 taken from 1. 
Given an iterate Jclh of an iterable premouse Jtt, we show that (Q: p < E> is a set of 
order C,(Jlt,, {no,(a): a E M)) indiscernibles. 
Foramodel~=(N,E,IW”Y,rc”Y,UA,, . . . , AK) of PM, we now define a predicate 
p, on (a E N: JV k a G “IC> by induction on n. For n = 1 let p1 = ,u. Given a, co E N, 
whereN\a~“+l~~~OE~,leta~,~Nbesuchthat 
Nbay,={(<i,& ...,tn)E”~: (tO,tl, . . ..LlEa). 
Now, assuming that p, is defined, let p,,+ 1 be defined by 
aEp,+l iff J”l=ac n+1~A(50E~:ag,Ep.)Ep 
for all a E N. Clearly, for each n E w, pL, is “rudimentary over JV”, that is, there is 
a rudimentary function 9 such that 
aEpL, iff Mb%(a) # 0 
for all a E N. 
The next result is taken from [S, Lemma 7.21. 
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Theorem 2.13. For every Z1 formula cp(uO, . . . ,u,_ Irvo, . . . , uk), there is a ZI formula 
cp*(va, . . . , vk) such that for all iterable premice A and for all ordinals a, we have 
4)=q(Kx0, ...,Krr,_I,nOa(aO), . . ..Uak)) ifS~~cp*(ao, . . . ,ak), 
for all or0 < CI~ < ... <a,_,<aandalfao ,..., a,EM. 
Proof. Let cp be the Cr formula 3u $(u,, . . . , u,_ 1, vg, . , ok, v), where tj is Co. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) =K b V(Ka,, . . . ,Ka.-,,~O&O), . . . ,~0&d), 
(2) Jkt,~3vvQ(h0, . . . ,~aa_,,nOa(aO), . . . ,~O&kL~), 
(3) ~&b 3~ E ho&+&,, . . . ,~~~_,,nO&o), . . . ,no&d,d, for SOme a EM, 
(4) J#Yb (((09 .*. ,5,_1)~“~:3v~a~(&, ,..., t,_l,ao ,..., a,,v)}~~,forsomea~M, 
(5) JZ k 3a3b(b = {(to, . . . ,5n-~)~“~: 3vEall/Ko, . . . ,5.-I,ao, . . ..ak.v)}~b~p,). 
Let cp*(vo, .. . ,Q) be the Ci formula 
3a3b(b= {(Co, . . . . tnpl)~“~: 3uea$(10, . . . . &,_l,vo, . . . . v,_v))~b~p,). 
The formula (p* is as required. 0 
Corollary 2.14. Let .A’ be an iterable premouse. Then for all a E OR, 
(1) {JC@: p < a} is a set of order C,(A$, {z,,,(a): a E M}) indiscernibles, 
(2) i?,(J&)n9(~x [w)= ~,(di+-@'(~x[W), where K = gy. 
We now give a brief overview of the results in [S] which show, when JZ is an 
iterable premouse, that the set {Q: fl < a} of order C,(J&, {no,(a): a E M}) indiscern- 
ibles can be “thinned” to obtain order C,,(J&, {noa( a E M}) indiscernibles. 
Definition 2.15. Every ordinal is said to be O-good. Suppose that n E w and that the 
notionof n-good has been defined. An ordinal a is said to be (n + I)-good if a is a limit 
of n-good ordinals. 
Remark. If a is (n + l)-good, then a is n-good, and note that a is n-good if and only if 
a is a multiple of CO”. 
The key notion that allows us to get the desired indiscernibles is that of a full 
sequence of indiscernibles. For ordinals /3 < a, we shall say that a is n-better than b if, 
fl is n-good * a is (n + 1)-good. 
Definition 2.16. Every increasing sequence (aO, . . . , c(k) with a0 = 0 is said to be O-full. 
Suppose that n E w and that the notion of n-full has been defined. A sequence 
;l;O;,l 
,ak) is said to be (n + 1)-full, if 
. . . , &) is ia-&& 
(2) (Vj < k)(Vb)(aj < fl < aj+ 1 =a aj+ 1 is n-better than fl). 
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Definition 2.17. &,(a) = max{m < n: o! is m-good). 
Definition 2.18. Let ( ao, . . . , ak) and ( /$, , . . . , /$) be inCreaSing sequences of ordi- 
nals. For n E 0, we say that (cI~, . . . , ak) wn (PO, . . . ) &) if and only if 
(1) (ao, ... , ak) and (PO, . . . ) Bk) are n-full, and 
(2) (vj G k) Cchn(aj) = chn(Pj)l. 
We now quote a technical emma of Dodd [S] whose proof immediately generalizes 
to “premice above the reals”. 
Theorem 2.19. Suppose rp is a C,+ 1 formula of two free varaibles. Then there is 
a&+t formula cp * of three free variables such that, for any iterable premouse A? and for 
all a E M, 
4 b (P((Korl, ... 3 &,>,~~~(a)) ifs .A? 1 c~*((ch&), .. ,ch&d>,chd~), a) 
whenever (at, . . . , uk, a) is n-full. 
Proof. See [S, Lemma 7.173. 0 
Corollary 2.20. Let A? be an iterable premouse. Then for all ordinals a and n E o, 
Z,+ r(Jtl,)n9(~ x W) E Z,, r(A!)n8(rc x R), where K = @. In particular, iteration 
does not add any new de$nable sets of reals. 
Corollary 2.21. Let A%? be an iterable premouse and let cp(oI, . . . , ok) ok + i ) be a &, + 1 for- 
mula. Then for all (a,,, . . . , ak, CC) y ( jo, . . . , /$, Ct), and for all a E M, 
Corollary 2.22. Let A! be an iterable premouse. Suppose that a is n-good, and let 
I,, = {q: /? is n-good A/? < a}. Then I, is a set of order Zn+I(.4&, {x0.(a): aE M}) 
indiscernibles. 
We now define when premice are comparable. 
Definition 2.23. Suppose A? = (M, E, FjA, &“,p, . . . ) and A’” = (N, E, EM, I/, v, . . . ) 
are premice. Then A is an initial segment of JV if, 
(1) B” = uj”y, 
(2) &r = I/, 
(3) M = J,N(iR) for some a < m,“, and pnM = vnM. 
Definition 2.24. Suppose A and JV are premice. Then A? and 4” are comparable if 
A is an initial segment of J1’ or JV is an initial segment of A!. 
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The comparison lemma states that any two iterable real premice ~2’ and JV have 
comparable iterates. Assuming ZFC, one proves this lemma by taking a regular 
cardinal 0 > 1.41, IJV[ and proving that J& and _,G are comparable (see [S, Lemma 
8.181). Here, I&‘1 is the cardinality of M. 
We are assuming ZF as our metatheory and ZF does not prove that real premice 
can be well ordered. In addition, it is questionable whether one can prove in ZF that 
there exist any regular uncountable cardinals. However, a number of theorems of ZFC 
which use the axiom of choice for their proof can be proved in ZF alone. The 
comparison lemma is one such theorem. 
Let A’? be the conjunction of a finite set Y of sentences of set theory. Barwise [l, 
Theorem 8.101 proves (in ZF) that if AY has a transitive model (e.g., V,), then AY 
has a transitive model in L, the constructible universe of sets. Therefore, a version of 
the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem is provable without the axiom of choice, namely, 
ZF E (“Y has a transitive model” * “Y has a countable transitive model”). 
Hence, if a sentence $ is true in every countable transitive model of a sufficiently large 
finite fragment of ZF, then it follows (using the reflection principle) that ZF t- 9. 
Having made this observation, we now show that ZF is strong enough to prove the 
comparison lemma. 
Lemma 2.25 (Comparison lemma). Suppose that A and M are iterable pure premice 
with [WA = R x4-. Then there is an ordinal 8 such that A0 and Jtr are comparable, and 
0 = riAe = &B. 
Proof. Let t+Q be the sentence we want to prove, that is, 
IJ = V4! VJV [“A and JV” are iterable premice” A [WA = [wJ 
+- 3e(“J& and _& are comparable”)]. 
We prove that I/ is a model of $ for every countable transitive model I’ of a suffi- 
ciently large finite fragment of ZF and therefore, ZF I- II/. 
So let V be a countable transitive model and assume without loss of generality that 
V 1 ZF. Let ~2, Jf E V be such that 
I’ 1 “Jt! and M are iterable premice” A lR-u = [w-“. 
In V, let L(.M,Jlr) be the smallest inner model of ZF containing 4 and X. In 
L(A!,N) let P = (WC0 and define p < q iff p 2 q (as sequences) for p, q E P, and let 
P = (P, <). Let G be P-generic over L(A,.M). Since U G enumerates the reals of 
L(A, Jlr) in order type o, it follows from Corollary 1.8 that L(A, _N) [G] k ZFC and 
by absoluteness, L(M, Jlr)[G] k “A and X are iterable premice”. Now, in 
L(A, N) [G], let 8 > I M I,1 Jf I be a regular cardinal. Hence, 
L(Af, A’“) [G] k “A$ and J+$ are comparable”. 
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Therefore, by absoluteness, 
J&A!, JV) I= “A$ and 4 are comparable”. 
Finally, V ‘F “A$ and .A$, are comparable”, again by absoluteness. Thus, V k J/ and this 
completes the proof. 0 
Remark. Lemma 2.25 does not necessarily hold for premice which are not pure. 
Definition 2.26. Suppose that A and ~9’” are iterable pure premice with [wJ = RN. 
Then 
_M z N iff there exists a 8 such that A0 = 4, and 
A’SN iff there exists a I3 such that J& is an initial segment of A& 
The relation x is an equivalence relation and A! w JV iff A 5 JV and JV 5 A. 
Suppose that A z M. Does it follow that A$ = .N or J$ = A? for some ordinal <? 
It does in the cases of interest. One such case occurs when one of the premice is the 
Z1 hull of its reals. 
Theorem 2.27. Suppose that .M and M are iterable pure premice with the same reals. Zf 
.N~_.k and J1’ = Hull;“@“), then there is an ordinal l such that J1% is an initial 
segment of A. 
Before proving Theorem 2.27 we cite the following standard embedding lemma. 
Lemma 2.28. Let JV and A be premice. Suppose that r~ : JV c; A. Let 
(<J&GORY <&$:&+~~)oL</?EOR) 
be the respective commutative systems of .A# and N. Then there are (unique) maps 
ca such that 
(1) G-4~ -4, 
(2) Qg a “a@ N = $G, 
(3) o&Y = Ic 
for B 2 ci. 
Proof (sketch). By induction on ~1. For c1 = 0 let cro = II,“,. Suppose that 6, is defined. 
Define a,+,:&+iz.At,+i by 
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whenfe N,. In the limit case, where cm is defined for all c( < 1, define 
GI(X) = r&(&W). 
Assertions (l)-(3) can be shown by induction on CC. See [S, Lemma 8.31. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.27. Let _&’ = (M, eMK, J/,P~) and J+‘” = (N, E”, r/, /.?), and 
let 
((&)aeOR, ‘+$:J++&kOR) 
be the commutative systems of the iterable premice .4 and Jlr, respectively. Let 8 be 
such that Jt;; is an initial segment of JbLe. Let K = gA and let ug = ~4 for all 5 E OR. 
Claim 1. K = KJOT some 5 E OR. 
Proof. Assume not and let 4 be the least ordinal such that q < K < q + 1. [The case 
where K < K,, can be treated as a special case of the current argument.] Letfe N and 
51 < ... < 5, < 5 be such that &+i+&C+l(f)(q,, . . ..q)=~. Since 
JV = Zfull~(lR”), Lemma 1.17 implies that JV bf= h(x,,,xi) for some x0,x1 E IRA<, 
where h is the canonical C1 Skolem function. Because rro<< + i : JV --+ Jj + i fixes reals, 
we have that 4, 1 ~n<c+lLf) = h(x~,x~), that is, ,r%+l ~&o,&~,, . . . ,q.) = K. 
Since ~$i,~: J$+ 1 cy .A$ and fixes x0, x1, ql, . . . , q., K, we have that 
JW4xo,x1)(q,, ... ,q) = 4 and as h is upward absolute, .,4$ k 
h(xo,xr)(q,, . . . > ~~~)=~.Again,becausex~$:.l~~~andfixesx~,xi,rc~,, . . . . ‘cr., 
4b~~VGo,~~)(q,, . . . ,qJ) = K. 
Hence, A0 1 r&(S) = K for some 6 E OR A If6<rc,thenn$,(6)=6#rc.Butifrc<6, . 
then K < J&(IC) < r&(S). This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Let 5 be such that K = q and write p = $r and ,u’ = ~“~2. 
Claim2. pnMnNt=pLCnMnNt. 
Proof. First note that for Y E P(lc)nMnN{, 
(*) YEMnp iff rcErc$(Y), 
Y E NSnp< iff K E q$(Y ). 
For a contradiction, assume that 
YES and JC\YE#, 
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for some Y E B(x)nMnN<. By (* ) above, K E J&(Y) and IC E rr$(rc\ Y ), and there- 
fore, 
4 != n$(Y )nr&c\ Y) # 8. 
As in the proof of Claim 1, there are reals x0, x1 and ordinals ~5, < ... < ‘~5. < K such 
that J$ k ~(x~,x~)(K~~, . . . , IQ) = K\ Y. Therefore, &k II(x~,x~)(IC~~, . . . , KC.) = 
r$$(rc\ Y) and by upward absolutenes, J& I= h(xo, x1 )(rctl, . . , ~5 ) = &(Jc\ Y ). Since 
no5 fixes x~,x~,K~~, . . . ,JC~~, 4 k x$(II(x~,x~)(JQ, . . . , ~5”)) = r$(~\ Y), that is, 
J&j k 7&V) = 7&K\ Y) 
for some W E P(K)nM and therefore, 
Jtke k r&Y )n7&(W) # 8. 
Hence, .4Ik YnW #!?I, that is, WnY #8. But 
W = 71$(W)nrc = f$(fc\ Y )nx = IC\ Y. 
Contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.27 (conclusion). Claims 1 and 2 imply that .4 and J$ are 
comparable. Now, to complete the proof of the theorem we must show that J$ is an 
initial segment of _/Z. Suppose that 4 is not an initial segment of _JV. Therefore, 
M E NC. Let 0 : A’ cb _A$ be the identity map. By Lemma 2.28, there is an embedding 
%.K++& for each ordinal a. One can verify that the range of oa is bounded, 
that is, the range of 0. is contained in a proper initial segment of J$+.. Again, since 
4 is an initial segment of J&, there is an embedding 7,: A+,?; J&+~, for each 
ordinal a. Now, let 8’ be such that t; + 13’ = 8 + 8’ = 8’. Thus, the embedding 
ae, 0 ze. : A$ c; .A$. is bounded, which is absurd. This contradiction completes the 
proof. 0 
Corollary 2.29. Suppose that A and A’” are iterable pure premice with the same reals. Zf 
JV x A? and N = Hullf(IWN), then there is an ordinal 5 such that .A$ = A?. 
Let JV be a model of PM and let J.@ be an iterable premouse. The proof of Lemma 
2.28 implies that, if a : 1 cb A for some map a, then JV” is also an iterable premouse. 
Thus, Lemma 2.28 yields a relative criterion for iterability. But for our needs, the 
requirement of a Z,-embedding is too strong. We now establish a “minimal” relative 
criterion ensuring that a model of PM is an iterable premouse. This criterion will be 
used to produce scales definable over an iterable real premouse. 
Let &Z be a model of PM and define 
FA = {f~ M: 3n E WA If: “6 -+ OR}. 
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Forfe F,“, write d(f) = n if and only if n E o and & If:‘& + OR. We shall assume 
the convention thatfe FvM and d(f) = 0 wheneverfE OR,“. Finally, for n E w, define 
Ff = {SE F,A: d(f) = n}. 
Let R c (OR x OR),A be any rudimentary relation. Given f, g E F,l, let n = d(f) 
and m = d(g). For any s E “(n + m)t and for any t E “(n + m)?, we shall write 
if and only if 
Definition 2.30. Let .4 and d be models of PM. A map O: F.“/ + F” is said to be 
<-extendible if, for allf, g E F,“, 
(1) d(f) = dW))> 
(2) for all s E d’f)(d(f) + d(g))f and for all t E d’g’(d(f) + d(g))?, 
d kf<“*‘g iff & k o(f) C’s(g). 
Theorem 2.31. Let jli! be an iterable premouse and let d be a model of PM. Suppose 
that 6: F,d + FA is <-extendible. Then ~4 is (isomorphic to) an iterable premouse. 
Proof. Restricting (r to the ordinals of d = (A, E, [w&, @,p, . . . ) yields an ~-order 
preserving map of OR.” into OR A Thus, the ordinals of d are wellfounded. Lemma . 
1.9 implies that &’ has a rank function and hence, &’ is wellfounded. By identifying 
d with its transitive collapse we shall consider d to be a premouse. We now prove 
that d is iterable by defining ~-order preserving maps c,: 0R~4 + OR.4 for each 
ordinal CI. We presume that the reader is familiar with the representation of iterated 
ultrapowers (i.e., commutative systems) by means of functions of finite support [S, pp. 
369-3721. However, we shall briefly review this representation. 
We shall define the notion of finite d-support. Let c( be an ordinal, and let a(~.d) be 
the set of all functions from r to 5 .d LetEccrbeafiniteset,sayE={cc,, . . ..cr._,}, . 
where a0 < ... < a,_ 1. For each X E Ac-I”(K~), define 
&,JX)= {xE’(@): xtEEX}, 
where x fE = (~(a~), . . . ,~(a”_~)). Similarly, for f E A where f:“(g’) -+ A, define 
a function inn,,(f) : “(E&) -+ A by 
&+x(f)(x) =f (x IE), 
wheref(XlE) =f(lc(ao), . . . ,xL-1)). 
A set Z s ‘(K.~) is said to have jinite d-support if Z = inE,.(X) for some finite 
E G a and some X E AnlEi(gd), where 1 El is the cardinality of E. A function 
9 :‘(K&) + A has jnite d-support if 9 = &,Jf) for some finite E c a and some 
f E A such that f: lE’(@) + A. 
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Let B, denote the collection of all subsets of ‘(&) that have finite d-support. Let 
/~a”” be the following ultrafilter on B,: For each 2 E B,, if 2 = inE,.(X), define 
The definition of & is independent of the choice of E and X such that 2 = in&X). 
We now construct he ultrapower of ~4 modulo ,up. Let IT, denote the collection of 
all functions spa -P A that have finite d-support. For 8,% E ndl, letting f; El 
and g, E2 be such that 9 = ins,,,(f) and Y = inEl,Jg), define 
where SEI~~~JE~UE~(~ and TV IE~~JE1uE2(f are defined as follows: Let El = 
{Q, .*. ,a,-~}, Ez = (Bo, . . . ,Pm_l} and EluEz = {yO. . . . ,Y~_~} be listed in in- 
creasing order. For each i E n let s(i) be such that tli = ysci,, and for eachj E m let t(j) 
be such that fij = I+. 
The relation - is an equivalence relation on IT, and its definition is independent of 
the choice off; E such that 9 = z&,(f). We denote the equivalence class of 9 E IT, 
by [F]g. Letting A, = {[S]f: 9 E II,}, one can easily define relations 
E,&Al, ..a ,AN on A,. For example, define 
[F]t E [S]! 8 d kf@‘g, 
where B = &,,,(f), 93 = in&g) and where s, t are determined as in the definition 
of -. Also, one defines 
CF]$EP ifl dk((f0, ...,5,-1)~n5:f(&, ...,&-I)E!~E~ 
where _@ = &,(f) and [El = n. Our desired ultrapower of ~4 modulo & is the 
structure (A,, E , p, A 1, . . . , AN). One can show that this structure is isomorphic [8] to 
the structure J$~ which was obtained by means of the iterated ultrapower, that is, the 
commutative system of Definition 2.9. Therefore, we shall use the same notation for 
these structures and shall write J& = (A,, E,P, At, . . . , AN). Similarly, we can define 
.&, the ultrapower of _M modulo ,~f. 
We can now define the E -order preserving map 0,: OR4 + OR&. For 
[Y]kd E ORd, 1etfE F~” and a finite E c a be such that 5 = &,,Jf) and IE( = d(f), 
and define 
Because the map a : F d -+ F JT is <-extendible, aa : OR& + ORA is well-defined and 
is e-order preserving. To see that a, is well-defined, let [F]$ E ORd, let f,g E Fed, 
and let finite E1,E2 c a be such that 9 - inE,,,(f) N in,&g). Now let 
s~f~~I(E~uE~lf and TV IE211E,uE,(T be as in the definition of -. Since inE,,,(f) N 
inEJg), the definition of - implies that d kf=“v’ g. Hence, 
dkfC*'g and dbfY*'g. 
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Since G is G-extendible, 
Jlif k a(f) ~‘2~ o(g) and &! k o(f) Y* a(g). 
Hence, A 1 a(f) =s,f a(g), and so, 
This shows that oa is well-defined, and a similar argument easily shows that ca is 
E -order preserving. 
Because Jtl, is wellfounded and ca is ~-order preserving, we conclude that dE is 
wellfounded. 0 
Theorem 2.32. Let d and JZ be iterable pure premice with the same reals. Suppose that 
d = Hullf(lR~) and that C: Fd -+ F+@ is <-extendible. Then there is an ordinal 
5 such that z&‘< is an initial segment of&. 
Proof. The comparison lemma implies that there is an ordinal 8 such that & and 
Jlte are comparable. By the proof of Theorem 2.31, there exists an E -order preserving 
map Go: OR,de + ORA @ and hence, G?‘~ must be an initial segment of Jkte. Thus, & 5 _k 
and Theorem 2.27 implies that there is an ordinal t such that A, is an initial segment 
of .A. 0 
We shall conclude this section by showing how the basic fine-structural notions of 
Dodd and Jensen [6] generalize to “premice above the reals”. 
Definition 2.33. Let _N be a premouse. The projectum pi is the least ordinal a < &? d 
such that 9(llX& x oa)nX,(.N) $ M, and pi is the <nK-least p E [ORJ] Cm such 
that 9(llYr x wp~)nC,(.N, {p}) $ M. 
Since Corollary 1.8 implies that there is a C,(.&‘) function f: [w” x 
[OR,k] <w ““‘9 M, it follows that pi exists. 
Definition 2.34. An iterable pure premouse &Z is a l-mouse if opA < I#. In addition, 
if RJ = R, then d is said to be a real l-mouse. 
Let _4 be a l-mouse, let Y? = Hullf(lW~uwp~u{p~}), and let 59 be the transitive 
collapse of X. Letting d : %2 7 A be the inverse of the collapse map, it follows that 
% is a transitive model of PM, that is, 59 is a premouse and Iw’ = Rd. We shall denote 
this pure premouse by U(A), and denote (T by 0~. 
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Lemma 2.35. Suppose that A! is a l-mouse and let 9? = %?(A!). Then 
(1) J% = Hullf(RA”K”“{p~}), 
(2) 9? is a l-mouse and pq 6 pA, 
(3) %? = Hulz~(!R’&“Kw”{pfg}). 
Proof. Let D E B(RA x wpA)nZ’,(A, (pAj)\M. 
(1) Let JV be the transitive collapse of H~llf(lW~u~~u{p~}) and let 
r: MC7 4 be the inverse of the collapse map. Since rcJlr = rc”, it follows (by 
a condensation argument) that M is an initial segment of &! and JV = Hull~(lW~~ 
K~u{(z-‘(pAA( Now, since D E 9(RA x wpA)nC,(A, {p&}), it follows that 
D E 9(R” x opA)nZl(N, {z- ‘(PA)}). Therefore Jf = JZ, otherwise D E M. In addi- 
tion, I-’ &PI// and therefore, r-I = pA and J? = HulI~(R~uc”u(p~)). 
(2) Let (T = (TV. We must show that 0~~ < rcV and that G9 is iterable. To prove that 
O& G KY we show that opq < wp~ < K’. Clearly, wp& < K’. Since IwM x 
wpA G C and o:G?~c*, it follows that DEC~(V,{G-~(~~)}). Note that D$C, 
otherwise a(D) = D E k, and hence, wpw < wpA < K’. Because 0: V--+ A, it fol- 
lows that Q: F’-+ FA is G-extendible. Theorem 2.31 implies that 9? 2 an iterable 
premouse. 
(3) This is immediate from (1) and (2). 0 
Definition 2.36. Let k? be a l-mouse. Then %7(,/Y) is called the core of Jtl”. 
An essential tool for fine-structure theory is the ability to recover a structure from 
its core. For a l-mouse .H where wpA = K 4, A! is its own core. For the case when 
WP”# < @, we shall see that & is an iterate of its core %(A). The fact that &? is an 
iterate of its core is very useful in the study of the fine structure of 4. In particular, 
this relationship can be used to determine which pointclasses T,(M) have the scale 
property [2]. 
To show that a l-mouse is an iterate of its core, we first need to show that an iterate 
of a l-mouse .& is again a l-mouse, and that iteration preserves the parameter pi. 
Lemma 2.37. Let A be a l-mouse and let rcOe :JZ + Aa be the standard embedding of 
A into its ath iterate A+&. Then 
(1) J& is a 1 -mouse and pan = pi. 
(2) P”& = noa( 
(3) I = U(JU. 
Proof. (1) Parts (2)-(4) of Lemma 2.11 and part (2) of Corollary 2.14 imply that J% is 
a l-mouse and that p~# = pi. 
(2) See [S, Lemma 10.51. 
(3) Because aoa :A - p, Jll,, (1) and (2) imply that 
Hulz;/l(R-Uuwp”&J{p”#y]) N HulliU”(R%Jwp&J{p”&}) 
and therefore, %(Jlla) = g(M). 0 
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Lemma 2.38. Let A? be a l-mouse. Then %‘(A) z A. 
Proof. Let 8 be an ordinal such that G& and A0 are comparable. Let D E Y(08,M x 
oq,A)nC1(A, {p&}) be such that D $A and therefore, D E Z:,(J& {P.~~}) and 
D#_%le. Because D E c,(~~,,{n~~(a,,‘(~.~))}) and D$‘&, it follows that GFZ, = J&. 0 
For a l-mouse A, assertion (2) of Lemma 2.35 states that wp% < op.&, where %? is 
the core of J.@. We now can show that, in fact, these ordinals are the same and that 
P% = G’(PJz ). 
Theorem 2.39. Let A! be a l-mouse with core % = %‘(.A+‘). Then the following hold: 
(1) There exists an ordinal 5 such that VC = A?. 
(2) UP+? = (W.4. 
(3) PW = Fn/’ 
Ken) = K. Since n:+i,e: %? c+i,;“&e and fixes x, s, K[,, . . . , q., K, 
we have that @, b hPw$x, s)(Q, . . . , IQ) = K, and as %$ = J& and pq8 = P.~~, it follows 
that A0 k hPc(x,s)(q,, . . . , ‘CC.) = K. Again, because 71;: A -z~ A0 preserves the 
parameter P.# and fixes x, s, ICC,, .. . , q, 
A$ I= n$(hP.~(x,s)(icrl, . , q)) = ic. 
Hence, _&ZO k r&(S) = K for some 6 E OR M.If6<qthenz$(S)=6#rc.ButifK<8, 
then K < n$(~) < n$(‘(S). This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Let 5 be such that K = q and write p = pL.M and p5 = pet. 
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Claim 2. pnMnC{ = pkMnC(. 
Proof. See the analogous claim in the proof of Theorem 2.27 together with the 
modifications proving the above Claim 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.39 (conclusion). Claims 1 and 2 imply that .A! and V,, are 
comparable. Because VO = .A?& we are forced to conclude that %‘< = JZ and that 
pi = pan = py/~# = pi by Lemma 2.37. Now since pw = p&, the proof of Lemma 
2.35(2) implies that pq <aK crir(~.~). Suppose for a contradiction that 
PU <BK ~ii'(~~), and ~0 ~APw) <BK PA. Let DE ~(~‘xwu)n~l(~, {pw))\C. 
Since R ’ = R &‘, pu = p& and a A:V~ A, we conclude that D E 9(Iw” x op&)n 
Zl(&,{a~(pq)}). Because aA <BK pi, we have that DE M = C,; but then, 
Lemma 2.1 l(4) implies that D E C. Contradiction, 0 
The next lemma is used to give a converse to Lemma 2.35(l). 
Lemma 2.40. Let ~2 be an iterable premouse and let K = IC&. Then there is a uniformly 
C1 (&)finction b : ~.Dntq [K] cm such that,for all a, /? E K 
Proof. We first note that there is a one-to-one, uniformly Z1 (A) function b : OR” + 
[OR&] cw such that for all a, j3 E OR” 
a < B * b(a) GBK b(B). 
The function b is uniformly C1 (.A!) because it can be defined by a local CO recursion in 
the standard way. We shall show that b, when restricted to IC, is onto [rc] cw. 
To show that b : K ““‘9 [K] <w suppose for a contradiction that the order type of 
GBK t[Kl <w is greater than K and so, let p E [K] <w be such that b-‘(p) = K. Since 
41 b-‘(p) = K, it follows that A$ k b-‘(n,l(p)) = nol(rc). But ~,,~(p) = p and there- 
fore, Al t= K = b-‘(p) = z,,~(K), contradicting Lemma 2.8(2). 0 
Corollary 2.41. Let A? be an iterable premouse such that A’ = Hullf(lW~4~~-Kv{p}) 
for someJinite p E OR”. Then ~2 is a l-mouse. 
Proof. Consider the partial Cl(_A!, {p}) map g : R” x ~~2% M defined by (see 
Lemma 1.17) 
dx, a) = k%x, b(4). 
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Let D E [WA x J/ be the zr(A!) set given by 
(x, Co o D * (x, 4 4 g(x, a). 
Since g is onto M, one can check that D # M. Hence, .A is a l-mouse. 0 
Corollary 2.42. Let A be a l-mouse and let zoe : A + Jtl be the standard embedding of 
A? into its 0th iterate Jlt. Suppose that 0 is m-goodfor each m E u and let I, = {K,: c( is 
m-good A IX < O}, where K, = x~~(Ic.~). Then 
(1) 10 is nib%, (P A@, Ko)). 
(2) I,,,\Q+~ is a set of order Zm+l (.A’& {7cse(a): a E M, )) indiscernibles for j < 8. 
(3) I, is uniformly C&A?& (~~3). 
Proof. (1) IO = { K,: a < O} and we note that 
i.5 IO iff 1 E n @,2(x, q): 4 b hg(x, r) E cl) 
xEP,qEKg 
iff A$ b (Vx E IR)(V~ E rcO) [h.pT(x, q) E p = i E h.$$‘(x, q)] 
and hence, IO is n,(.&, (pAO,, K~}). 
(2) If tl > j is m-good, then CI - /I is also m-good. Thus, Corollary 2.22 implies the 
desired conclusion. 
(3) Since the parameter p,L and the notion of “m-good” are both definable over .A%$, 
it follows from (1) that I, is uniformly E:,(Jlt, {K~}). q 
Suppose that A is a real l-mouse and that the ordinal 0 is m-good for all m E w and 
8 = rc4. Let b be such that JlGe = (J,[#O](lFQ p,&“). Now, define the filter I*’ 2 p.4 
on 0 by 
AEp+ iff 3mE03AEO(A = (YEI,: y > A}) 
where I, = {K,: GI is m-good A a < t3}. Define 
and note that MO = Js[p’] (R). 
A0 is a model of the language 9 = { E , R%, E, p}. To prove our next theorem we shall 
add a quantifier to this language 9, and since the quantifier extends the predicate p in 
our intended models, we shall use the same symbol p to denote this quantifier. We 
denote this expanded language by 9“ and denote the set of Y@-formulas by Ct. The 
model (A$, p’) is an example of an _YP”-model, where the quantifier symbol p is to be 
interpreted by pf, and we let zL(AO, cl’) denote the class of relations on MO definable 
over (Jkt, pL+) by an _Y”-formula allowing parameters from MO. 
Letting L = UaEOR J,, where the Ja)s form the Jensen hierarchy for L, recall that 
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This fact and its proof easily generalize to show that 
v~cuE~(Me)nJp+lC~+I([W) * ~~xx4~P+)l. (1) 
Theorem 2.43. If A! is a real l-mouse, then there is an ordinal 6 such that A,’ is also 
a real l-mouse. 
Proof. Let $ be the sentence we want to prove, that is, 
+ = VJY[“Jti! is a real l-mouse” * 3 8 (“Al is also a real l-mouse”)]. 
We prove that V is a model of $ for every countable transitive model V of a suffi- 
ciently large finite fragment of ZF and therefore, ZF I- @. 
So let V be a countable transitive model and assume without loss of generality that 
I/ k ZF. Let 4 E I/ be such that I/ 1 “J%’ is a real l-mouse”. In I/, let L(A) be the 
smallest inner model of ZF containing 4. In L(A) let P = R Co and define p < 4 iff 
p 2 4 (as sequences) for p, 4 E P, and let P = (P, <). Let G be the P-generic over L(d). 
Since u G enumerates the reals of L(A) in order type w, it follows that 
L(J) [G] 1 ZFC and by absoluteness, L(A) [G] k “A is a l-mouse”. 
Working in L(A) [Cl, let 8 > 1 .A![ be a regular cardinal and consider the l-mouse 
J&. Because 8 is a regular cardinal, it follows that 0 = /@ and that 0 is m-good for all 
m E w. So, let J&Y: be as defined above, and note that R”/“‘B+ = R” = R”. Let F G P(d) 
be the closed unbounded filter on 8. Note that p’ E F. To prove that 
de+ = v,+IcP+l1w~P+) is a l-mouse, we first need to show that for every 
X~~(~)nJ,+,[~‘](R’) either XE~+ or O\XE,u’. To do this, let XE 
s(O)nJ,+ 1 [p’] (I%“). The above observation (1) implies that X E &$&, p’) and so, 
let q(u) be a Cz formula (allowing parameters from MO) such that 
CI E X if and only if (J&p’) t= q(a) 
for all c1 E 0. Using Corollary 2.42, an easy induction on the complexity of cp implies there 
is an _Y-formula (allowing parameters from MB) cp*(u) in C, where m E w such that 
EEX ifandonlyif &$1cp*(cr) 
for all c1 E 8. Corollary 2.42 implies that there is a y E 8 such that either Z,\y s X or 
I,\y E O\X. Therefore, either X E p+ or e\X E pi, as was to be shown. 
Note that F is countably complete and normal, and since the set R&e’= [WY is 
countable, it follows that M8+ believes that its measure is “R-complete”. Therefore, 
&?l is a premouse. Again, since p’ z F is countably complete and since DC holds, it 
follows that Me+ is iterable (see 8.9 and 8.16 of [S]). Noting that J& = HulZ;K”(IW-/tu 
k(p)) for some finite p s OR 4 (because A0 is a l-mouse), it follows that Al = 
HuZl~+Ql&“~&u{p}). Hence, A, is also a l-mouse. 
Therefore, L(A) [G] b “J%!,’ is a l-mouse” and by absoluteness, 
V b “Ml is a real l-mouse”. 
Thus, V t= 9 and this completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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3. Defining <-extendible maps 
We shall eventually construct scales which are definable over an iterable real 
premouse _I#. Our method of constructing these scales requires certain relations on 
each Ff to be wellfounded. We shall now define these relations. 
Definition 3.1. Let J& be a model of PM and let n E o. For f, g E F$, let 
(l)fd~giff~~(<t0, ...,5.-1):f(to, ...,5.-1)<g(50, ...r&-l))~~,, 
(2)I<~gifffg~gandg$~S, 
(3) f-c g ifff <E g and g &J 
For a model ~6’ of PM, -;1: is an equivalence relation on Ff, and we let [f],. 
represent he equivalence class offE F$. We shall write &, <Pm and wlr, for <c, 
<;f and -<, respectively, when the context is clear. Also, we are assuming the 
convention that Ff = OR-’ and <j$ = <, the standard ordering of OR,&. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that A is an iterable premouse and let n E w. Then -c~. is 
wellfounded and hence, G,~ is a prewellordering on Ff. 
Proof. Using the representation of J$, in the proof of Theorem 2.31, let 
E = (0, 1, , n - l} and let s, t E “nt both be the identity map. Forf, g E Ff, 
f-$f g iff .H bf@‘g 
iff 4 + CbAf)l E Chn(dl. 
Since &,, is wellfounded, we conclude that -CC is wellfounded. 0 
Whenever .f~ F;” for an iterable premouse ~8, we shall write I[f],J for the 
<,,. -rank of J: 
Now, let JV’ and _H be iterable premice. We say that z G Fdv x F.A is nice if z is finite 
and d(h) = d(f) for all (h,f) E z. Let 4’ have measure p, and suppose that J” is an 
initial segment of 4. The remainder of this section is devoted to determining the 
definability of the condition that 
(1) “z can be extended to a map g: F, ” + F.H which is <-extendible”. 
To prove our theorem on the existence of scales in the next section, it is required that 
this condition on z be definable over JZ. It is convenient, however, to revise this 
condition slightly. 
Let 
CT1 = {Khl,., U-l,.): W-1 E z A n = d(h) = d(f)}, 
[F “1 = {[h],,,,,: h E F,“l, 
VA1 = { Cflp,,,,: fc F~“I. 
Our revised condition becomes that 
(1’) “[z] can be extended to a map CJ: CF.“] -+ CF.‘@] which is <-extendible”. 
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Hence, we shall show that the set of z E M satisfying (1’) is definable over 4. Note 
that z E Ii4 and yet, in general, [z] $ M. So, instead of demanding that r be a subset of 
a <-extendible map, we shall only require that T be a subset of a <-extendible 
quasi-map. A quasi-map (in essence) is a function from equivalence classes to equiva- 
lence classes. 
Definition 3.3. Let N and &? be premice. We say that a relation Cp s Fy x FA is 
a <-extendible quasi-map, denoted by @ : F JY-+FA, if the following conditions hold: 
(1) dam(@) = FM, 
(2) (VhJ) E @)Cd(h) = d(f)l, 
(3) W’h E F”YWf~ F~A)Wf) E @I, 
(4) (Vh, h’ E F”)(V’;f’ E FM) 
(h,f) E @ A h -;II: h’ Aj-f f’ =z. (h’,f’) E CD, 
where n = d(h), 
(5) (V(h,f) E @)(‘d(h’,f’) E @)(Vs E “(n + m)t)w E “(n + m)t) 
.N 1 h <“*’ h’ o A If ,‘,‘f’, 
where n = d(h) = d(f) and m = d(h’) = d(f’). 
Remark. If there exists a (T: FN -+ FA which is <-extendible, then one can easily 
define a <-extendible quasi-map @ : F .N~F”. But the converse seems to need some 
form of the axiom of choice. That is, given a <-extendible quasi-map @, one can 
“thin” @ to a function (T by choosing representatives from the appropriate equivalence 
classes. 
Given iterable premice .N and JZ, recall that 
((JY&)a&&$: -‘%-+&~</?EOR) 
and 
are the respective premouse iterations of .N and _&!. For each ordinal r] let 
K,, = ?r$(K&) and K; = 7&Ky). 
Definition 3.4. Let JV and _& be iterable premice, let [ 2 w be an ordinal, and suppose 
that z c Fy x FA is nice. A map Y: OR 4 -3 OR-K( is (t, c)-homogeneous if and only if 
the following conditions hold: 
(a) Y is order preserving, 
(b) (WC E o)(Vh E F,f)(3f~ F?) 
Y(&-(h)(& . . . ,&-I)) = ‘&(f)(‘% ... >%-I) 
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Y(7r$(h)(Kb, . . . ,K;-1)) = %$(f)(h ... ,Kk-l), 
where k = d(h) = d(f). 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that A” and ~‘4 are iterable premice and that T E FN x F” is nice. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (3@ 1 T)(@:F~-+F~), 
(ii) V[ > o 3 Y : OR”’ + OR”’ such that Y is (T, c)-homogeneous, 
(iii) 31 > w3Y: OR”’ + ORX’ such that Y is (z, <)-homogeneous. 
Proof. (i) *(ii): Let @ 2 r be such that @ : F ‘-+F” and let [ z w be an ordinal. Now 
just as in the proof of Theorem 2.31, but using the quasi-map @ : Fv-+FJ rather than 
a 6 -extendible map a : FK + FH, one can define a map Y : ORN’ + OR”’ and easily 
show that Y is (z, [)-homogeneous. 
(ii) *(iii): This direction is clear. 
(iii) * (i): Let c > o, and suppose that Y : OR”’ -+ OR”’ is (r, [)-homogeneous. 
Now define @ E FN x F” by 
(h&E @ iff Y(&h)(&, . . . ,K;-1)) = r$(f)(~o, . . . ,Kk-l)r 
and d(h) = d(f) = k. 
Because Y satisfies Definition 3.4 (d), it follows that r c @. Since Q, clearly meets 
requirements (l)-(3) of Definition 3.3, we shall only show that 9 satisfies conditions 
(4) and (5). 
(4) Let h, h’ E F ‘- andf, f’ E F” be such that (h,f ) E @, h -2 h’, andf -;“n f’, where 
n = d(h) = d(f). We must show that (h’,f’) E @. Because (h,f) E @, h -;I h’ and 
f -;“,f,, it follows that 
Y(&(h)(&, . . . >K:,-l)) = n$(f)(fGJ, ... ,&I), 
n$(h)(& . . . ,K;-~) = r&h’)(tcb, . . . ,K:,_~), 
dgf)(%, ... ,&I) = n$(f’)(Ko, . . . ,%-I). 
Clearly, Y(r&(h’)(~b, . . . ,I&~)) = n$f’)(lco, . . . ,K,_~) and therefore, (hl,fl)~ @. 
(5) Let (h,f), (h’,f)E @ and let n = d(h) = d(f) and m = d(h’) = d(f). Suppose 
s E “(n + m)T and t E “(n + m)t. We must show that 
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Letting k = n + m, 
Jf k h <SJ h 
Let A be a premouse and let K = 5”. Suppose that $ E $(u,u,ai, . . . ,Q.) is a Z1 
formula, where al, . . . , ak are fixed elements in M, and suppose that n: M + o is 
CO(A) and monotone, that is, if z E z’ then n(z) < n(z’). Define H$,,: M +9(M) by 
&IS(~) = (s E “(%f:&$(s,r,c~, . . . . &)>. 
We are interested in Ci formulas tj for which H&r) E M for all z E M. In general 
.& does not satisfy Ci-separation and so, we cannot conclude that H,,,(z) E M for all 
TEM. 
We shall say that H,,, is A-comprehensive if there is a C1 (A, { ai, . . . , ak}) function 
5 : M -+ OR” such that 
&l,,(r) = (s E “%f:&kij(s,r,,i, . . . ,ak)SE;*;)‘“‘}. 
Clearly, if H,,, is A-comprehensive, then H&z) E M for all r E M. 
Lemma 3.6. Let JZ be an iteruble premouse and let IC = K~. Suppose that H,,, is 
.&-comprehensive, where $(u, v, a) is a EI formula and d E M. For c 2 o the following 
are equivalent: 
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Proof. Let 5 : M + OR.X witness that H,,, is d-comprehensive, and let rroi = n$. 
(l)=(2): Since ~s~$((lco, . . ..~.(,,_t), noi( noc(Ci)) and noi:&+di is 
cofinal, there is a I > t(r) in ORA such that 
A, k $((Kc, . . . ,K,(,)_l), ~O1(Z),nog(d))““‘(S*“(‘W)). 
Therefore, 
.&(SE “@k~: $(s,r,d)s;“‘“‘) E c1,(,), 
and because 1 2 g(r), 
&(SE “@)Q: rfQ(s,r,d)J E P”(T). 
(2) * (3): Assertion (2) implies that 
JYk{SE “‘%cf: l//(s,t,A)s~(“‘} E ,U”(,). 
A standard result (see Lemma 3.7) gives a canonical D E p n M such that 
JH/(V’sE ““)Df)lC/(s, z, St). 
(3) 3(l): Let D E p n M be such that 4? t (VSE ““)Dt)$(s, ~,a). Since H, is JZ- 
comprehensive, it follows that 
Jzzk(VSE ““‘Df)$(s, r, +%a) 
and therefore, 
_A$ != (V/SE n(r)lroi(D)r)~(~,~~i(~), nOC(d))ZO[(S~(B! 
Because (K~, . . . ,rc,(,)_r) E “(‘)7cOC(D)f and rj is upward absolute, we have 
Ai 1 ti((~o, .‘. 3 K”(C)_ 1 >, ~o&~), ~0,(4). 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let A be an iterable premouse. Suppose that H,,, is &-comprehensive. 
Then there are Cl (A!, {a}) functions 42$ : M + p n M and F, : M + (0, l} such that 
JZ b H&r) E A(,) * J..‘Z b (VA E ““‘~ti(7)T)~ E H*,“(T) 
o A’\ F,(T) = 1. 
Proof. Let X = Hti,,(7), and write K = rcM 
- 
and p = #. For each 1 < k < n(z), we 
shall define functions Xk such that 
(1) Xk(s, i) z K, for each s E “(r)-krct and each i E (0. l}, 
(2) there exists an integer i, E (0, l} such that Xk(s, i,) E p for each s E n(r)-krct, 
(3) for each s E n(r)-k~t 
i, = 1 * (Vs’E liXk(s, i,)f)s-s’ E X, 
i, = 0 * (Vs’E kXk(s, i,)t)s^s’#X. 
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First, define X1 by 
Xl(S, i) = 
i 
{CYEIC: s-(~)EX} if i= 1, 
{a E rc: s-(u)$X} if i = 0, 
where s E “W ’ KT, and let i, E (0, 1) be the unique i, such that 
XI(S, is) E k 
Clearly, 
is = 1 * (V(a) EIX1(s, i,)t)s-(a) E X, 
i, = 0 * (V(a) EIX1(s, i,)T)s^(CL)#X. 
Now, suppose that Xk has been defined and satisfies conditions (l)-(3). Let 
m = n(r) - (k + 1) for t = (to, t ... 9 m-l ) E “‘rcf define the diagonal intersection 
Y(r) = BE K: BE 
i 
n Xk(t-(a), kcaj) 
t,.,<a<B I 
Because p is normal, it follows that Y(t) E p. Define it E (0, 1) to be the unique it such 
that 
and define 
Xk+l(t, it) = {BE Y(t): it-(B) = it>, 
Xk+l(4 1 - 4) = ~\X~+l(t, id 
Note that Xk+ l(t, it) E p. Using the induction hypothesis, it is easy to verify that 
conditions (l)-(3) hold for Xk+ 1. 
Finally, define 
e&l = &&>~ 4)) and F&l = 4) 
where ( ) is the empty sequence. 
Clearly, the sequence (Xl, . . . , Xncrj) E M satisfies a &(A, {d}) recursion, and 
hence, the functions 42, and F, are El (A, {ii}). Cl 
Let II/, 74! and n be as above. A set D E pnM is said to be $( *, z, +homogeneous over 
J if .Mk(V’sE ““)Df)$(s, z, ii). F or example, D c e*(z) is II/( *, z, A)-homogeneous 
whenever F,(z) = 1 and D E pnM. 
Given sets Ho c”rcf and H1 c “ret in M, we write HO>>H1 if, 
(1) n > m, 
(2) <x0, -1. r&I)EHO * (ao, *..,%-1)EHl. 
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Corollary 3.8. Let Jl be an iterable premouse, and let +(. , . , d) and cp(. , . , F) be Cl, 
where ?i, b’ E M. Assume that H,., and H,,, are A-comprehensive. If .& k H$,,( z) 
E P,(,) and H&)>>H,,,(~), then 
Hq,,(o) E PW) and 4YJI( z) is cp(. , CT, @-homogeneous. 
Proof. Assume that H$,,(z) E p,(,). The lemma implies that 
(VJ. E ““‘@&)~)i E H,,,(z). 
Because H$,,( z) >I Hqp,,J a), it follows that 
(V2E “‘(%J7)f)A. E H,,,(a). 
But @‘JI(T) E P and therefore, 42$( 7) is cp(. , Q, &-homogeneous. It is easy to check that 
H,,,(a) E CL,(,). 0 
Let .N be an iterable premouse and for BE [F-“1’” define the integer 
m(a) = 2. max {d(h): h E o}. Consider the C,(N) relation R(J, (r) defined by 
rJE [F.qXWA2E m%cf A (Vh, h’ E a) 
(V(ck, . . . ,a,+,,-~), (PO, . . . ,/$+61> E”+“‘range(A)f) 
(V’sE”(n + n’)f)(VtE”‘(n + n’)?) 
Ch(a,co,, . . . ,~-ld 4 h’(ato,, ... ~+-lJ 
* Wsco,, . . . ,Bs(n-1,) B h’(B,,O,> ... YBtcd-I,)l? (2) 
where n = d(h) and n’ = d(h’). 
For the remainder of this section let cp(l, a) be a fixed Ci formula which defines the 
relation R, and let m(o) be as above. Clearly, H,,, is N-comprehensive. Using 
Lemma 3.7, it is easy to show that Jf l= H,,,(a) E p,,,(+ and therefore, 
Jr/-~(v~~“(“)~~(~)f)~~H~,m(~), 
that is, 92J a) is cp(. , a)-homogeneous for all cr E [ Fsv] ccw. It is also easy to see that 
He,,,(cf)>>Hrp,,Jcr) for all (T E Q’ E [F-“I’“, 
Let G E [F,v]<W and let g E F;;li. Suppose that D is rp(. , au{ g})-homogeneous over 
N, and define gO,D E Ff” by 
=sW{h(?‘,, . . ..~d(hj-~)Gg(to. . . ..tn-I). heaA<y,, ...,~d(h)-1)~~‘~‘Df), 
when (&,, . . . ,5.-i) E”D~, otherwise set g&&, . . . ,I&_~) = 0. 
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that .N is an iterable premouse. Let o E [F”] <* and g E Fc. If 
D and H are both cp( *, au(g))-homogeneous over N, then gO,D -z gm,H. 
Proof. Consider the ordinal o2 and let 71 = n$& where rc&,. :A’“,. Noa. Choose limit 
ordinals a0 < a1 < 1~. < a,_ 1 < W2. To prove that g#,D -L gd,H it iS Sufficient t0 
show 
Note that 
(l) n(go,D) = gn(a),x(D) and ~(gb,d = gn(a),n(H)y 
(2) x(D) and z(H) are both q(*, rc(a)u{n(g)})-homogeneous over A&, 
(3) {K,: a < CD’} E x(D)nx(H). 
Suppose for a contradiction that 
Because %A = gx(a),n(H)p thereisanhEoandtherearey,<yr... <Yk_r taken 
from z(H), where k = d(h), such that 
(4) n(&,D)(K,o, ..* ,&zw,) < n(h)(yO, ... ,Yk-1) < dga.H)(h ... ,&,-,). 
Define pi, inductively on i < k, by letting /IO be the least /I < w* such that y. < Q. 
For i > 0, let /Ii be the least /I < o2 such that B > fii_ 1 and yi < Q. Because the aj are 
limit ordinals, the map 
x: {Yo, . . . ,Yk-1, &,, ... , Gm,} +  {Q,, ... ,qh., %,, ... AJ 
defined by x(yi) = “Bi and x(Ic,~) = rcolj, for i < k and j < n, is order preserving. Since 
the domain and range of x are subsets of n(H), it follows from the second inequality of 
(4), from the definition of gn(a),n(H), and from (l)-(3), that 
(5) n(h)(Q,, ... ,Q,.,) G &)(K,,, ... ,K,,~,) 
and so, 
4h)(Qd ..* ‘K&V-J G &T,H)(~~,, ... ,%I). 
To complete the proof of the lemma we use the following proposition. 
Proposition. Suppose that lo < ... < Ak_ 1 and & < ... < &_ 1 are taken from R(H). 
If Ai < Ai for all i < k, then 
4h)(lo, 4, . . . ,&I) 6 n(h)(&,,A;, . . . ,A;-,). 
Proof. We first show, for j < k - 1, that 
(6) n(h)(50, ...,tj-i,&,lj+i, . . ..gk-~)Gx(h)(<O. ...,tj-~,&,tj+~y ...,C~-I) 
for any to < “’ < rj ~ ~; < 5j+l < ... < tk-1 taken from 7r(H). 
If tj = &, then (6) clearly holds. Suppose for a contradiction that tj < 51 and yet 
n(h)(50, *..,<j-1~~j~j+l~ . . ..<k-~)>n(h)(tO. ...,tj-l,&,<j+~, ...,tk-t). Let 
a<w2besuchthat~~cIc,andlet6,=a+o+m,forO~m~k-2-j.Because 
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n(H) is q(. , n(a))-homogeneous, it follows that 
n(h)(<O, ... ,tj-l, G+n, Icc%,5 ... ~K6r-~~j) > x(h)(50t ... ,tj-13 K~+n+l, K&3 ... ,Kdk 2mj). 
for all n E CU. Hence, we have a descending sequence of ordinals. This contradiction 
establishes (6). 
Now applying (6) successively, we obtain 
n(h)(&, ... ,&2, ik-1) d rr(h)(&, ..’ ,A-2, A;-,) 
6 n(h)(&, . . . ,&2, n;-,) 
<n(h)(&) )...) &,,A;_,). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.9 (conclusion). The proposition implies that 
X(h)(Y,, Y1, ... ,Yk-1) 6 n(h)(rQ?,, xp,, ... ,Q_,). 
Hence, (4) and (5) imply that 
%r(ahn(D)(K,,, ..’ ,J&,) < X(h)(Q, ..A ‘K&,) < R(S)(K,,, ... ,Ka,~,). 
But {Q,, . . . , K~~-~, K ,, . . . ,tcanmi} c_ n(D) and thus, th e a b ove inequality contradicts 
the definition of gn+,j,n(oj. 0 
Let ~9’” be an initial segment of the iterable premouse A. Recall the Zi formula 
rp(l, CJ) defining the relation (2), and recall the integer value m(a) = 2 emax (d(h): 
hm}. 
Given a nice r s F-’ x F.#, we shall define (over A) a condition on z which implies 
the existence of a quasi-map @ : F-l’ -+F” extending r. To do this we need to approx- 
imate a (r, t)-homogeneous map in J? (see Definition 3.4). Consider the C,(A) 
relation S(A, r) defined by 
r E[F’ XP]<W A “r is nice” A q( A, dom( 5)) 
A(tl(h,f)Ez)(V(a,, . . . . a,-,)~~‘~)lan(~)r)[h(~~~, ..,, CL~_~)EC) 
A 4(h(ao, . . . ,ak-l)) =f(~, . . . 3~k-~)lL (3) 
where k = d(h) = d(f). For the remainder of this section let $(A, r) be a fixed Ci 
formula which defines the relation S and, for nice r, define the integer 
n(r) = m(dom(t)). 
It is fairly easy to check that H,,n is A-comprehensive. To see this, let 
(60, ... ,&-i) and (~0, . . . , qk_ 1 ) be finite sequences of ordinals, where 6i < OR” 
and yli < OR& for all i < k. If there is an order preserving function 4 : 6 + q, for some 
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6 < ORX and r~ < ORA, such that $(a,) = r/i for all i < k, then there is such a map 
g5 in Sia(([w) for some B E OR&. The map $J E St(@) is easily constructed by a local Z0 
recursion and /I depends only on k and sup { vi: i < k). Now, because there is an 
ordinal o! E ORA larger than the range of all the functions forming z, the existence of 
the order preserving functions 4 (in the definition of S) can be determined at some 
level ST@), where B E ORA depends only on z. This ordinal t(z) = b witnesses that 
Hti. n is A-comprehensive. 
Observe that H,,,(z)>>H,,,(dom(z)) for all nice r E FM x F” and hence, 
Corollary 3.8 implies that ‘22*(r) is cp( *, &m(r))-homogeneous whenever 
Jz b H*,“(r) E A(r). 
Let z 5 F” x F” be nice, let 0 = dom( r), and let g E FL. Suppose that D E p n M 
is $( *, r)-homogeneous and that D is also cp(. , ou{g})-homogeneous. Define 
g:D E F;I” by 
S,“lD(i”O, ... ,5.-i) =suPU-(?J,? ... ,Yd(f)-1): 3hC(h,f)Er 
AMY,, ... ,Yd(h)-1) < &,D(<O, . . ..tn-l) 
A (Yo, ... A’d(h)-dEd(h)Dtl), 
when (to, . . . ,<“_i) E “Dt, otherwise set g:D(& . . . ,5.-i) = 0. 
Now define g,?a :“K + OR by 
dD(tO, ... ,tn-l)=&D(tO, . . ..t.-l)+(dtO, ..',h~-l) -go,D(tO, . . ..tn-l.). 
Remark. It is not necessarily the case that g,& E M. But, if g,?D E M for all g E Fx, 
then the correspondence gHg&, will yield a quasi-map extending z, if any such 
quasi-map exists (as we shall see). 
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that JV is an initial segment of the iterable premouse 4. Let 
~~F~xF~benice,Eeto=dorn(~),andletg~F~. IfD,H~pnMareboth$(.,z)- 
homogeneous and cp(. , ou { g })-homogeneous over A, then 
(l) @D -;lf,&H 
t2) IfdD and g,& are both in M, then g& -f grtH. 
Proof. This follows easily using the ideas in the proof of Lemma 3.9. 0 
Suppose that r c Fx x F” . 1s nice and that F,,,(T) = 1. Let 0 = dam(r). Given 
g E F”, let D = %!,(au{g}) E pr\N and let H = D&%‘,(T) E pnM, and define 
r(g) = Tu{(g0, g*), (9, g+)>> 
where g * = g& and g+ = gzH. Note that gO,D is in F” and that g* is in FM. 
Our next lemma will establish that the existence of a < -extendible quasi-map 
@ 2 T is a ll,( A) condition on T, where @ : F .K-+F”Y. In particular, this condition is 
ZI,(.M, {y, T>) whenever JV” = & is a proper initial segment of A. 
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Lemma 3.11. Suppose that a l-mouse N is an initial segment of an iterable premouse 
A. Zf z G F-’ x FM is nice, then 
(33 2 z)(@: F”-+F”) o Fe,,(z) = 1 r\(Vg E F’)(g+ E F”r\ F&z(g)) = 1). 
Proof. Since Jf is an initial segment of 4!, let y 6 m-” be such that Jf = JP’. 
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that N is a proper initial segment of 
J%? and hence, YE ORA. Let 
<<-,+%).eOR, <C+%+./lls&lEOR) 
be the respective premouse iterations of N and A, and for each ordinal 1, let 
rcl = x$(P) and K> = 7r&(rF). By the comparison lemma there is an ordinal 8 such 
that JIre is an initial segment of _4&. We shall choose (see the proof of Lemma 2.25) 8 so 
that 
{A < 8: IC; = rcI} is infinite. 
Because N is a l-mouse, it follows that 
and since JV = HI&"" ([W~~K~U{~M}), it is easy to show (see the proofs of 
Theorems 2.27 and 2.39) that 
for all a E ~9”. 
Given a finite enumeration of ordinal pairs from ORA* x OR&“, say 
(( 6i, vi) : 0 < i < m), we shall write 
4:(&I, ... ,4n> + (yI0, ... ,%I> 
to denote that 
(i) a0 < ... <&,andq,< ... dq,, 
(ii) C#J : 6, + 1 + Q,, + 1 is an order preserving function such that I = Y]i for all 
i < m. 
We now prove the desired biconditional. 
( a) Assume that T c Fx x F” is nice and that @ 2 r is such that @: FAp-+F”. 
Given any h E Fx, we shall let Q(h) be some functionfe F-“’ such that (h,f) E Qi. 
Now, let g E Ff’“. We must prove that 
(1) Fti,,(r) = 1, 
(2) g+EF”, 
(3) Fti,,(r(g)) = 1. 
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To do this, let cr = &r(r) and 
9(g) = ~~{(Bo*D, @(9&D)), (9, Q(g))), 
where D = %Jou{g}). By Lemma 3.5 there is a Y:ORA + ORA” such that Y is 
(f(g),@-homogeneous. Let R0 < A1 < ... < IZn(Z(sjj_l < 8 be such that lcli = I&, for 
all i < n(f(g)), and let I = { li: 0 < i < n(z*(g))}. Since &m@(g)) c N, it follows that 
&(h) = r&(h) and therefore, 
Y(~$(Ws(o), ... T %(d(h)- 1))) = 6kf)(Ks(0)~ ... > %(d(h)- 1)) 
for all (h,f) E r*(g) and all s Ed(h)Zf. 
Now, let 6 E ORN be such that 
r&h)k(O), ... 7 %(d(h)- 1)) < &(a) 
for all h E dom( t(g)) and all s E d(h)Zf. Because 6 E N we have r&(S) = r&(s), and 
because Y is (t(g), B)-homogeneous there is an q E ORA such that Y(rc$(S)) = rc&( q). 
Therefore, by restricting Y to r&(S), we get an order preserving map 
x : n$( 6) + .ni;y( q) such that 
X(r&J(W,co,> ..f , %(d(h)- 1))) = ~iikf)(~s(CJ), *.. 9 %d(h)- 1)) 
for all (h,f) E z*(g) and all s E d(h)Zf. 
The existence of such a map reflects down to A0 and hence, 
JGb Icl((Jc,,, *.. ,~l.,F~#,~.,)~ n&(;(g))). 
(4) 
Therefore, by indiscernibility, 
Jlte~$((% ... 7 ~“(ikw 1 >P GJKe(z*(g))) 
and thus, by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, Fb,J9(g)) = 1. Since H,,.(z*(g))>>H,,,(z), 
Corollary 3.8 implies that F*,,(r) = 1 and therefore, (1) holds. 
Let D = C&+,(ou{g}) and H = Dn%Jz) be as in the definition of z(g). To prove (2) 
and (3) we shall use the following claim. 
Claim. Let x be as in (4) above and suppose that a < /I < y are such that 
Y = &&g)(&(O), ... 3 %(d(g)- 1))~ 
fi = &OKB(&,Dk(O)~ 1.. 2 Ks(d(g)- 1) ), 
a = Gd W~tco,, ... , &cd(h)- I)), 
where s E d(g)lf, (h,f) E z and t E d(h)Zf, and let 
B* = ni%g*)(%(CI)? ..* 9 &(d(g)- I)), 
Y+ = B* + CY - 81. 
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Then 
(a) P* < x(P) E ORA, 
(b) Y + G X(Y) E ORA”, 
(4 g+ E F” and Y+ = d%g+ )(QW . . . ,~(d(~)- I)), 
(d) there exists a map 4 : (a, p, y ) --, (x(a), /?*, y + ) . 
Proof. Because Hti,,(?(g))>>Hti,,(z) and H~,,(~(g))>>H,,,(ou{g}), Corollary 3.8 
implies that 4$,( t(g)) is both $(. , r )-homogeneous and cp(. , CJ u {g })-homogeneous. 
So, let I? = %$( a(g)). Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 imply that 
4J(&Jl)(%0,? ... 3 %(d(g)- 1)) = %?91Ye(%I?)(%b ... > Ks(d(g)- 1))~ 
4?~s*NG(o)~ .‘. ) h(d(gl- 1)) = X6KB(&hk(0)> ... 2 &(d(g)- 1)). 
Since h E cr = dam(r) and because 
a = n$(h)(K,(oj, ,.. TKt(d(h)- 1)) G &t&a,fi)(&(CI), ... 7 &(d(g)- 1)) = p, 
there is an (h’,f’) E z and there are y0 < yr < . . . -c yd(h’)- 1. taken from 7ri;Ke( A), such 
that 
6XWtm, ... ,Kt(d(h)-l)) < n%e(h’)(b ... ,Yd(h’)-I) < &(&.fi)(&(o), . . . ,&(d(,)-1)). 
Letting < = n$(h’)(y,, . . . ,Kd(,,‘)-I) and 5’ = r&(f’)(yg, . . . ,&,(,,.)-r), it fOllOWS that 
there are maps 4: (a, 5) + <x(a),5’) and 4~: (5, B, y> + (4’, x(p), x(y)). We there- 
fore have Fig. 1. 
Since p is the supremum of all such { and /?* is the supremum of the associated c’, it 
follows that 
P* G x(P), 
“u’+ f X(Y) 
and that a map 4 : (a, /?, y ) + (x(a), /I*, y + ) exists. Therefore, y+ E ORA’. We con- 
clude that g+ E F” and that y+ = rc$O(g+)(ic,(OJ, . . . K,(d(g)-l)). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.11 (conclusion). Since 
GX&,D)(~,(0)~ ... 9 K s(d(g)- I)) < %%g)k(O), ... 3 Ks(d(g)- I)), 
the proof of the Claim (omitting any references to the function h) shows that (2) holds. 
Now, to prove (3), define the finite subset E(z(g)) of ORA x OR”” by 
E@(g)) = {(G%)(K,(cq, ... ,%(d(h)-I))? &#-)(Ks(o), ..’ ,Ics(d(j)-l))): 
(h,f)EZ(g)~sE~(~)lf}. 
Define E( f( g)), similarly. 
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Fig. I 
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Y+ 
x(P) 
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We know that x is an order preserving map such that E(?(g)) c x, and we want to 
prove that there is an order preserving map $ such that E(z(g)) _C 4. To do this let 
((Si, pi): 0 < i ,< m) be an enumeration of E(r(g)) such that 6i-i < di for 0 < i < tn. 
We shall prove that 
and since the existence of such a map reflects down to AO, we conclude as before that 
(3) holds, that is, F,,( r(g)) = 1. 
We prove inductively on i <m that there is a map $i:<&, . . . ,bi) + {qo, . . . ,r]i). 
For the case when i = 0 we shall take dim1 = vi-1 = 0 and di-1 :(O) -+ (0). NOW, 
suppose that &_I:(60, . . . ,6,_1) +(qO, . . . ,qi_i) is given. To show that 
#i:<SO> ... tdi)4(r103 ... ,qi) exists, it is sufficient to show that there is an order 
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preserving map 
such that ~‘(Si_l) = vi-1 and 4’(6i)=ui, where [6i-r,6i] = {a: hi-1 d tl < Si} and 
[Vi-19rlil = {r:?i- I < CI < vi}. For then, bi = pi- 1 ~4’ is as required. To prove that 
4’ exists, we take cases on how the pairs (hi, t/i) E E( r(g)) and (hi- 1, vi - 1) are realized. 
Recall that n = d(g). 
Case 1: hi = n$(h)(~,(o,, . . . ,~(d(h)-i)) and Vi = &(e(f)(~~, . . . ,~(do-)-l)) for 
some (h,f) E z and s E d(h)lT. 
Subcase 1.1: For some (h’,f’) E r, 6i- 1 = p$(h’)(~,(~), . . . , &(d(h’)- 1)) and 
vi-1 = r&(f’)(JC,(,,, . . . ,&(p(f’)_i)) where t Edch’)If. 
Since (h,f), (h’,f’) E z^(g), the order preserving map x satisfying (4) above ensures 
the existence of the map $‘. 
Subcase 1.2: 6i-r = 0 and vi-1 = 0. 
Since (h,f) E f(g), again the order preserving map x satisfying (4) above ensures the 
existence of the map 4’. 
Subcase 1.3: For some t~“Zf, 6i_l = &(g)(ti,(o), . . . ,IC~~~-~,) and vi-1 = 
~i;KB(g+)(~~@~~ ..* ,K,(n-1)). 
By the Claim, ~$(g+)(K,~o~, . . . ,Ktcn-lJ < x(G%g)(KtcOj, . . . ,Ktcn-lJ)). Therefore, 
the map x ensures the existence of the map 4’. 
Subcase 1.4: For some t E “It, 6i_1 = rn&(go,D)(K,(Oj, . . . ,K,(,-1)) and vi-1 = 
&!9(g*)(‘c,W ... ,Kt(n-1)). 
BY the Claim n$(g*)(hCoj, . . . ,q,,- 1j) G x(dk(g*)(~~(~), . . . , K,(,- d), and again 
the map x ensures the existence of the map 4’. 
Case 2: hi = G$(ga,D)(Ks(oj, . .. ,%(,-1)) and ni = &(g*)(K,(o,, . . . ,K,(,-1)) for 
some s E “It. 
Subcase 2.1: For SOme (h’,f’)EZ, bi-1 = 7C$(h’)(K,co~, . . . ,Kttd(h,)-l)) and vi-1 = 
rc$(f’)( $(()), . . . , K,(d(f,)- 1)) where t E d(h’)If. 
BY theClaim,~~K,(g*)(K,,,,, . . . ,K,(,-~)) < ~(Gi&*)(Ks~o~, . . . ,K,(,-,,)).Therefore, 
the map x ensures the existence of the map 4’. 
Subcase 2.2: 6i- i = 0 and vi_ 1 = 0. 
BY the Claim %$(g*)(Ks~o~, . . . ,K,(,-~)) G X(no”e(g*)(KsCoj, . . . ,K,(,-~))), and again 
the map x ensures the existence of the map 4’. 
Subcase 2.3: For some r E “11, 6i_1 = 7L~(g,,D)(Kt~o~, . . . ,K,(,-~)) and 9i-1 = 
“G%(g*)(Kt(oj, . . . ,Q.-1)). 
If 6i- 1 = 6i, then it is straightforward to check that vi- 1 = vi and thus, let 4’ be the 
“one point map” 6i t-* vi. If 6i_ 1 < di, then the argument used to prove the Claim can 
easily be modified to show that the map 4’ exists. 
Subcase 2.4: For some t~“If, 6i_1 = 7&(g)(Kr(o,, . . . ,K,(,,_1)) and vi-1 = 
G?(g+)(GV+ .*. ,+I-1)). 
If 6i- 1 = (5i, then it is straighforward to check that vi- 1 = ?i and thus, let 4’ be the 
“one point map” 6i t-+ vi. If di- 1 < 6i, then the argument used to prove the Claim can 
easily modified to show that the map 4’ exists. 
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Case 3: 6i = rr$(g)(Ks(c+ .. . ,IC,(,-~)) and vi = ni;“e(g+)(k,(Oj, . . . ,~~(~_i))for some 
s E “It. 
Subcase 3.1: For some (K,~‘)ET, hi-1 = K$(~‘)(K,(O,, .. . ,~~,(d(,,,)-i)) and vi-1 = 
G?(f’)($o,, ... , K~(,,(~,)_ 1J where t E d(h’)Zf. 
The definition of g0,o implies that 
and so, the existence of the map 4’ follows from the Claim. 
Subcase 3.2: 6i_ i = 0 and vi_ i = 0. 
Again, the existence of the map 4’ follows from the Claim. 
Subcase 3.3: For some t l “if, 6i-1 = n$(g)(rc,(o), . . . ,rctcn-lJ and vi-1 = 
G(g+)(‘ct(o)~ ... ,q-1)). 
In this case, it is straighforward to check that 
and therefore, the existence of the map 4’ follows from the Claim. 
Subcase 3.4: For some te”Zf, 6i_1 = r&(g,,+D)(kt(0), . . . ,K~(,_I)) and vi-1 = 
G(g*)(%)? ... ,4(,-l)). 
Once again, the Claim implies the existence of the map 4’. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma for the direction (a). We now prove the 
other direction. 
(e) Suppose that z is nice and assume that F$,,(r) = 1 and that 
(Vg E F”)(g+ E F”r\ F$,“(r(g)) = 1). We shall prove that (M 2 r)(@: FM--F,“). 
Define @ G P” x FA by 
(h,f) E @ iff d(h) = d(f) of -;fl, h+ A F,,,(z(h)) = 1, 
where n = d(h) = d(f). 
Note that @ is Z,(A). For (h,f) E r, it follows from the definition of h+ that 
S N$,,, h+ and therefore, r E @. To prove that @: F”-+F”, we must verify conditions 
(l)-(5) of Definition 3.3. The first four conditions are easy to verify. For condition (5), 
it is sufficient o show for q E Ff and g E F[, and for s E “(n + k)f and t E k( n + k)t, 
that 
.Nkq <s*tg ifandonlyif .&kg+ g”~‘g+. 
Let x = z& where z$: A? 2 A%?~, and let 
(5) 
61 = 44)(“s(O), ... ,G(n-1)L 
‘I1 = ez+ms(cJ,? ... ,~s(n-l)), 
62 = n(g)(h(O), ... ,&(k-l)), 
?2 = nC(g+)(Kt(0), ... ,%(k-1)). 
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To show (5) it is sufficient o show 
~5~ < 62 if and only if y1 Q q2. 
Let 
(6) 
a1 = 4%DL)(k-s(O), *.. ,Ql-d, 
Pl = 4&r1)(%O)r ‘*. ,fL(,-1)), 
a2 = n(qr,D,)(%,> . . . ,%(k-I)), 
P2 = ~(q:HI)(~t(0)l ‘.. 9 Ict(k- 1))~ 
where DI = @Jaw(q)), HI = D1n%‘uII(z), D2 = ~,&cru{g)), and H2 = B2n%+(z). 
Now, let u = %dz(q))n%+(z(g)). Since F9,,(T(q)) = 1 and F$,,,(T(g)) = I, it fol- 
lows from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.11 that 
(7) 
(8) 
Since, again by assumption, F$,,(z(q)) = 1 and F*,,(r(g)) = 1, it follows that 
Ai& b (&” E *@(q” n(WIM(i, n(r(q))), (9) 
.AG?$~(VtJi.E “‘*‘““W)T)W, 4r(g))), (10) 
Now to prove (6), assume that 6, < 62 and therefore, CQ < ~1~. To prove that 
qI d q2, we consider two cases. 
Case 1: a1 = a2. 
In this case, it is easy to check that fir = f12. Equations (7) and (8) force us to 
conclude that vi < Y/~. 
Case 2: al < a2. 
Since CI~ < x2, it follows from the definition of 2c(g)n(rj,n(vj = x(g,,“) that there are 
(h,f)Er and YO? . . . ,Yd(h)-1 E n(U) such that 
a1 < 0 = n(hl(y0, . . . ,Y~w-~) -c a2. 
Because a1 < n(h)(yo, . . . ,yd(hj_l), it follows from the definition of n(q),(,,,nccr, = 
4 qr. 4 that 
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Let 
x1 = {Ye, ... ,Yd(h)-1, K,(O), . . . ,&(n-1))~ 
x2 = {YO, ... ,Yd(h)-1, %(O), . . . ,&(k-1)). 
Since X1 and X2 are subsets of rc( U) with size at most n(r(q)) and n(r(g)), respect- 
ively, there are increasing sequences A1 E “(‘(q$c( U)t and A2 E n(r(%( U)t such that 
X1 E range(&) and X2 z range(12). Because 
letting 8’ = n(f) ( yo, . . . , y&h)- 1 ), there exist maps 
91 :(a19 &,e> + (PI, Vl, 0’)s 
and since 6r < 0 < x2, we conclude that v1 < 0 < fi2 6 v2, that is, ql < ~7~. This 
completes the proof of the “only if” part of (6). For the “if” part, assume that qI Q q2, 
and for a contradiction, suppose that a2 < &. The proof of the “only if” part of (6) is 
symmetric, and it is easy to check that “Case 1: 0~~ = tll” does not hold and that 
“Case 2: cc2 < ~1~” implies that y12 < ql. This contradiction finishes the proof of (6) and 
therefore the proof of the Lemma is complete. 0 
Given a l-mouse Jlr, which is an initial segment of an iterable premouse A, let 
2 = Hull~([W”u~p,~u{p,~}) and let Fx = F”nH. Even though Z may not be 
a premouse (since it may not be transitive), we shall write @ : F”-+FM to indicate that 
@ satisfies Definition 3.3 with &m(Q) = F”. 
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that a l-mouse M is an initial segment of an iterable premouse 
A, and let .X = Hullf( R”uwp,u{ P.~}). Suppose that z E F” x F” is nice. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) (3@ 2 r)(@: FN-+FM), 
(2) (3@ 2 T)(@: Fx-+FA). 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). Let @ : FN-+Fd, where r E @. Then the restriction @n(Fx x FA) 
produces a quasi-map witnessing (2). 
(2) * (1). We shall assume that JV is a proper initial segment of A’ and so, let 
y E &?-n be such that JV = JP. (By dropping the parameter y in the following proof, 
the Lemma can be established for the case that JV = A.) Note that the transitive 
collapse of %? is V = %‘( #), that is, the core of JV. Let c : X + W( JV) be the collapse 
map of Z. Let r, = {(a(h), f): (h,f) E z} and define @, : FW-+FA by 
(h,f) E @,, if and only if (o-‘(h)& E CD. 
Here @ is as given by (2). Note that z, E QO. Let 
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and 
C<Aa).EOR, ~~$:-K-,-&J)a~~EOR) 
be the respective premouse iterations of V? and A, and for each ordinal c( let 
K== ~&",(K~X) and K: = &(K'). 
Let 6 be an ordinal such that Ve and J& are comparable and let d = J&. As in the 
proofs of Theorems 2.27 and 2.39, it follows that V0 = G!‘~$(?‘) and so, let 6 = r&(y). 
Note that rr,$(r) E: Ff16 x P = F’@ x FM” and that &(a(/~)) = r&$(h) for all 
h E dam(7) (again, see the proofs of Theorems 2.27 and 2.39). Thus, 
&i(7) = #69(h)? &4f)):(~,f)~73 
= I(69(4h))? d%e(f)): (u-)E 7) 
Let x&: & + J$, be the standard embedding of d into its wth iterate J&, and let 
;I,, = r&( K,") for all n E o. Similarly, let rc&, :a?’ + df, embed dd into its oth iterate 
&‘t and let 1: = TT$~(K."~) for all n E o. We shall show that there exists a map 
Y : OR”” + ORdm which is (7c&( 7), o)-homogeneous. Note that 
(i) dU = JG+o, 
(ii) d”, = g0 + Cu, 
(iii) 7r& = r&+0, 
(iv) rc% = 7&+,, 
(v) A” = Q+n. 
(vi) 2.; = K;)cn. 
Because Qa : P-+FX and r, E @,, there is a map 
Y: OR%<, ~ OR.AYo+m 
which is (r,, 6’ + w)-homogeneous, relative to the functions in F” and Pk. 
Since OR”” = OR@+- and OR”‘_ = OR”@+- , we shall show that 
Y : OR,*‘” + OR,*- 
is, in fact, (7~6( z), o)-homogeneous, relative to the functions in Fdd and A&. (This will 
allow us to conclude that there is a quasi-map @ : FN-+P extending t.) To show that 
Y : OR,“; + OR”‘- . IS (x$(z), w)-homogeneous, we must verify that Y satisfies condi- 
tions (a)-(d) of Definition 3.4. We already know that Y is order preserving and so, 
Y meets condition (a). For(b), let h E F f”. We need to show that there is anfe F$’ such 
that 
Y(7&(h)(&, . . . ,&-I)) = &&-)(&, ... ,&I). 
Since h E SZ@ = %TO, there is a function h’ : “K -+ Fz in V, where K = K' and n E co, such 
that 
&@‘)(&J,, ..I 9 J&n- 11) = h 
for some u E “et. Let h” E Fz+k be defined by 
h”( r 0% ..f ,4-I,BO, ..f ,Bk-1) = h’(% .** ,&,)(Bo, a.1 ,Pk-,I. 
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Therefore, 
n~,@+,(h”)(~:~o~> ... *&(,-I,, &, .” ,&I) 
= &ca(h’)(&?)r ::. ,&-I,)(%, *.. ,&-I) 
= ~&?+,(~WrW&ro,, .** ,&,-I,))(& ..* ,&-I) 
= r&h)(&, .I. ,&-I). 
Since Y: 0R’8btm -+ OR&l+, is ( r4, 0 + w)-homogeneous relative to the functions in F” 
and Fd, there is anf” E Ff++k such that 
W&+,W’)(&,, *** ,r&,-I), &I, .*9 ,&-I)) 
= r&I+#W$o,, “‘&(“-1),4l* .p* ,Ll). 
Now, let f’ : “K + Ff be a function in &, where K = K” and n E o, such that 
f”(% ... ,a,-I,BO> ... ,Bk-I) =P(cca, V.0 ,%-1)(&I, ... ,Bk-I), 
and let f E Ff be defined by 
f= EW)(QW a** ,%-I& 
Just as above, we have 
~i$O+&-?(~“(O), ‘.. rG(n-l), k3, ... ,&-I) = ~~,(f)(~o, ... ,&-I) 
and therefore, 
Y(r&(h)(&, . . . ,&-I)) = #“(f)(&Y ... ,&-I). 
Hence, (b) holds. 
To prove that (c) holds, let h E Ff and f~ Ff, and let s, t E “wt. As before, let 
h” E Frfk and u E “et be such that 
r$;(h)(&o,, I.. ,&(,-I,) = ~;,,+,W(~:(,,, . . . ,&(,-I), &(o,, . . . >&k-l,). 
Similarly, let f” E F$+k and u E “‘et be such that 
+IJ(~)(~,,,,Y *.* ,&(k-1)) = &fO+dfR)(%J)r . . . ,Ku(m-1)~ k(O), . . . ,As(k-l)). 
By adding dummy variables to h” andf”, if necessary, we can assume that n = m. 
Now, since u-s E n+k(8 + o)t and v-t E “+&(O + w)T and because Y is (rb, 0 + CO)- 
homogeneous, it satisfies condition (c) relative to the functions in F’ and F”, that is, 
~(6,~+,(W(&,,, 3.. r&n-~), &o,, . . . *&k-l,)) 
= &?+o(f”)(~u(O)> ... 3 &(n- l), k(O), ... ?&k-l)) 
if and only if 
y($,,+,(h”)(&q, . . . ,‘&.-I), A;,,,, . . . ?&k-l,)) 
= ~&~+dfr’)(Kv(o~, .** ,K,(,-l), &(o), . . . ,&k-1)). 
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Hence, 
Y(&~)(&cl,, ‘.. ,n:,,-1,)) = rGJJf)(&co,, ... &k-r,) 
if and only if 
Y(&:(U&O,, *‘. ,&&z-1,)) * %!%#‘)(&,,,, ‘.‘,h(k-i)) 
and this completes the proof of(c). 
Finally, to establish that condition (d) holds we must show that 
Y(62i)(&, ... 9&,,,-1)) = &lJ(/)(&l, 1“ 9&(/)-i) 
for all (h,f) E I&(T). But, because Y is (r,, 8 + okhomogeneous, 
Y(Gz(7ri$(h))(nb, ... ,n&,,,-1)) = Y(~iC(&O(~)))(&i9 ‘~‘Afw-1N 
= w&J+&~w(&, ‘*‘,&k)-iH 
for all (h,f) E r. Therefore, Y : OR”‘” -+ OR&- is (rr$( t), o)-homogeneous. 
Now let ~(7, r) be a fl, formula expressing the right-hand side of th6 biconditional 
in Lemma 3.11. According to Lemma 3.11, if we show that J? b x(y,f), then there 
exists a quasi-map @: F-N-*F” extending T. Since we have just shown that 
Y : OR”’ + OR&- is (nilye( o)-homogeneous, it follows from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.11 
that J& I= x( n$( y), rt$( r )). Because G$ : .k 2 A$, it now follows that .J? != x(y, r) and 
this completes the proof. q 
4. Iterable real premice and scales 
In this section we prove that C,(A) has the scale property when JZ is an iterable 
real premouse satisfying AD. First we introduce some notation and the kind of closed 
games that produce the desired scales. 
Let .,#Z be a model of PM. We say that .% = Xi x .=a x Xk is an d-space, if for all 
i <k, either Xi=R or XI= F$ where DECO. For u = (ui, . . . ,uk) and 
u’ = (u;, . . . ,u;)inSwewriteu~u’ifforalli<k, 
Ui = U: if Xi = Iw, 
Ui w,,,,, t.ti if Xi = F$ for some m E CO. 
Definition 4.1. Let ~2 be a model of PM and let 9 be an .&-space. A relation P G !E is 
said to be invariant if 
u w u’ * [P(u)oP(u’)], 
for all u, u’ E 9. 
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We now describe some closed games and a method of constructing scales from these 
games. Let A be an iterable premouse and let c : o + cc) be a recursive function. Suppose 
that for each x E R there is a game G, in which player I’s moves come from lR x FM while 
player II’s moves come from R. Thus, a typical run of the game G, has the form 
1 x0&l X2Lfl . . . 
II Xl x3 
where xi E R and J E F$ij. 
We shall say that the game G, is closed and continuously associated to x if for some 
Q G (wcw)<” x (F+‘r)Co, the following hold: 
(1) For each n E o the relation Q,, is invariant, 
(2) Player I wins G, if and only if V’nQ.(x, x,,, . . . , xn,fo, . . . ,fn), 
where for each n E w, 
Q. = {(x,xo, . ...xn.fo, . . .,JJ: Q((xb,x,b, . . . ,x,b), UO, -.. ,fn >I>. 
Thus by Gale-Stewart 117, pp. 289, 446 and 4471 one of the players has a winning 
quasi-strategy. Since we are not assuming the axiom of choice, we do not get 
single-valued strategies. 
Definition 4.2. For a set P E R, we say that P admits a closed game representation, if 
there is a map x H G, such that, for all x E Iw 
P(x)01 wins G,, 
where G, is closed and continuously associated to x. 
Suppose that P c R’ admits a closed game representation x H G,. We build a scale 
on P using a generalization of a scale construction due to Moschovakis [16]. Let 
(*) Pk(x, u) iff u is a position in G, of length k from which player I has a winning 
quasi-strategy. 
Here, u is a position in G, of length k, if u has the form u = ((Xzi,f;:, Xzi+ 1): 
0 < i < k); however, we shall abuse this notation slightly and identify u with the 
sequence u = <hfo,xl,x2Jl,x3, . . . ,~2(k-l),fk-l,~2(k-1)+1). 
Note that P(x)- P,,(x, 8) and for each k E o, Pt is an invariant relation. We extend 
the concept of scale to the relations Pk by giving Ff, for each n E w, the --,“-discrete 
topology, that is, fi +f if 3mVi 2 m(fi -pen f). Following Moschovakis we define 
scales (cpf: i E o) on Pk for all k simultaneously, assuming the axiom of dependent 
choices and enough determinacy. First note that by (*): 
PL(x, n) iff (3wE ~)(Y~F$kJ(~y~ ~)Pk+l(x,un(w,f;~)). 
Define the intermediate relations: 
PAX, a; w) iff (Ye F%)(~Y E R)Pk+l(~, u-<wf; Y>X 
fi,(,, u; wf) iff VY E fVPL+l(~, u-(w,f; Y>). 
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Notice that P,(x, U) o 3w E [w Pk(x, u; w), and PJ,x, U; w) * 3f~E&fi,(x, U; w,f). 
We define scales (cp”: i E w), (~$3:: i E o), <$I i E co> on Pk, B,, Pk, respectively, by 
induction. If P,Jx, u), then cp”,(x, u) = 0, otherwise &(x, U) is undefined. Define 8, 
and &, similarly. Now define 
(1) (pf+i from i$t, . . . ,@:, 
(2) @:+i from J$, 
(3) @+i from &+l, . . . ,(p:+l, 
by considering the possible cases. 
Case 1: Pk(x, u). Then (3w E R)P,(x, u; w). As in [16], define cp:+ 1 to be “inf” 
{@i, @$, . . . ,@:} so that 
(~f+i(x,r4) = inf{(&(x,U; w), w(O), @!(x,u; w), w(l), . . . ,81(x,u;w), w(i)>: 
Pk(X, n; w)}. 
Here, (+“,(x, u; w), w(O), . . . ,+f(x, u; w), w(i)) is the ordinal of this tuple in the 
lexicographic order. 
Case 2: Pk( x, u; w). Then (3fe F;II)pk(x, u; w,f) letting n = c(k). Define @f+ 1to be 
“min” { @} so that 
8+1(x, a; 4 = (I Lflr,l~ mx, u; Wf)>l 
wherefe F;;W is such that 
(1) &(x, u; w,f), 
(2) % E P;;“,cs -=/l” f = 1&(x, 4 w, 9)). 
Case 3: Pk( x, u; w,f). Then (Vy E R)Pk + i (x, u-( w,f, y )). Define $$+ 1 to be “fake 
sup” { cp;+ I, . . . ,cpf”}, that is, the “fake supremum norm” associated with 
f&+1, ,.. ,‘p:+i, This norm is defined in detail in [16] and its construction uses 
determinacy (of the so-called sup games). For the benefit of the reader who may not be 
familiar with [16], we give a brief overview of the construction of this fake supremum 
norm. Let ro, rl, . . . be a fixed enumeration all finite sequences of o, so that 7. =,O 
and if 7, is a proper initial segment of rj, then m < j. For (x, u; w,f), (x’, u’; w’,fl) E Pk 
define (x, u; w,f) <* (x’, u’; w’,fl) if and only if player II has a winning strategy in the 
following game on 0: 
I 40) z(l) 
II z’(O) z’(1) ... 
Let y = ri-z and y’ = ri-z’; player II wins if and only if 
(cpko+l(x,~-(w,f,Y)), .~.,cp:+l(x,u-(w,f,Y))) 
< (&+1(x’, u’^(w’,f’,y’)), . . . ,(pr+i(x’, u’^(w’,f’,y’))), 
where < is the lexicographic order on tuples of ordinals. Assuming DC and the 
determiEacy of the above games, one can show that the relation <* is a prewellorder- 
ing on Pk. Define @+ 1(x, u; w,f) to be the <*-rank of (x, u; w,f). 
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We remark that 
C&(x, a) A u ‘v u’] *4$(x, u) = &x, U’). 
As in [16], one can show that each (qf: i E o) is a scale on Pk and thus, ((PO: i E w) is 
a scale on P as desired. 
Definition 4.3. For P and Pk as above, we call (cpf: i E CO) the Moschovakis scale 
on Pk. 
The prewellordering <i, induced by the ith norm cp? in this scale on P, is 
constructed from the Pk’s for k < i by means of rudimentary operations, including 
quantification over R and quantification over Ff for finitely many n E w. In particu- 
lar, if .M is an initial segment of an iterable real premouse _N and (Pk: k ,< i) E A’“, 
then <i E N. Thus the determinacy required to construct the scale is closely related 
to the definability of the scale constructed. For example, if t/i E o ( Pk: k < i) E N, 
then Det (.NnP( R)) suffices. We can now present a positive result on the existence of 
scales definable over an interable real premouse. 
Theorem 4.4 (ZF + DC). Suppose that A? is an iterable real premouse and that 
JZ != AD. Then C1 (4) has the scale property. 
Theorem 4.4 generalizes Steel’s Theorem 2.1 in his paper Scales in L(R) [19]. The 
terminology and exposition of our proof of 4.4 follows that of Steel [19]. Except for 
Corollary 4.9, the remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 4.4. 
Proof. Let M (M, p) = (Jll [ p] (R), ,u) and for b 6 u let AB = (J, [P] (R), p). Also, for 
/I < CI let FB = F”’ and for i E o write Ff = Ffb. Let P c 174 be in Ci (.M) and let cpa(v) 
be a C, formula with one free variable such that 
for x E R. We construct a scale on P, first considering the case in which LX is a limit 
ordinal. 
The limit case: For fi such that sA < j3 < CI, let 
P@(x) iff Nbcpo(x). 
Thus, P = UKYCB<m PB. For each such /3 < a we will construct a closed game 
representation x t-+ Gt of Ps where player I is required to play functions from FB. Let 
Pt(x, u) iff u is a position in G< of length k from which 
player I has a winning quasi-strategy. 
The game is constructed so that 
($) P/ E M and the map (/I, k) I-+ P! is z1 (A). 
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Let ((pa: i E w) be the Moschovakis scale on Pp and let <p be the prewell- 
ordering on [w induced by (pf. By the remarks made prior to the statement of 
the theorem, it follows that <p E M. Those remarks also show that the scale construc- 
tion is uniform in /?, thus the map (j, i) +-+ <f is C1 (A). One can define a scale (pi: 
iEm) by 
rc/0(x) = least j? > K”@ such that P8(x) 
and 
$i+ ltx) = <+Otx) cP’“‘“‘(x))~ 3 I 
where we use the lexicographic order to assign ordinals to pairs of ordinals. It is not 
hard to verify that ($;: i E o) is a scale on P. So, to complete the proof for the limit 
case, we need to appropriately define G! and show ($). 
Given ,4 and x E Iw, G! is constructed with the plan of forcing player I (if he wants to 
win) to play a model of “PM + cpO (x) + Vt (Js [ ~1 ([w), p) l= 1 cpO(x)” which contains all 
the reals played by player II. In addition, player I will be required to play functions 
from FB to prove that his model is an iterable premouse. We will see that player I wins 
Gi iff Ps(x). That is, if A? bcpO(x), then, letting y 6 fi be the last y > JC” such that 
A!” b qO(x), player I can win by describing a &-elementary submodel of A$?‘. Con- 
versely, if player I has a winning quasi-strategy in GE, one can merge the models he 
describes in different runs of Gt (according to his strategy) and thereby show that 
there is a y < fl such that ~50 != cpO(x) and y > cA; hence, A@ l= cpO (x). Therefore 
x H Gi is a closed game representation of Pp. 
Suppose that y < fi is the least ordinal such that ~$9 k cpO(x) and y > ‘cJ. Then y is 
a successor ordinal, say y = i + 1, and for some n E w 
Before we define the language in which player I describes his model, we review the fact 
that J,+ 1 [p](R) is the rudimentary closure of J, [p] (R)u { J, [p] (R)}. Recall the 
rudimentary function S(u) = u u U:z 1 FI' (u x u), where F1 8 (a, b) = an p. Define Si by 
s: = s$+“(ba). 
Therefore, J, [p] (B) = U,,, Si. Define gi inductively on n by 
d+1 = G Cd, S,5,, 
where f .& is as in Corollary 1.8 and G is the rudimentary function given by 
Lemma 1.7. It follows that gi : [w< + n]<O onto-, Si and since G is rudimentary, we 
can fix a recursive function e : co -+ o such that g,$ E S&,, for each n E co. Let 
d =Hull~‘([Wu{g,r:nEo)u{S~: nN!_l>). 
d is the kind of model we want to impose on player I. 
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Remark. Note that there is a recursive function N: o4 + III (independent of y) such 
that if m = N(i, k,j,j’), letting X7,: denote the set 
(<(EC), .” ,5i+k-1) E i+kE: f(t.s(0)3 ... 95s(i-l)) G S(5,(0)2 ... 2 5t(k-I))), 
then m > j, j’ and 
~y~(~n~m)(Vf~F~A/‘nS~)(Vg~F~ynS~~)(V~~i(i+k)~)(V~‘tk(i+~)~) 
CX?,l, ESj/,pi+knSjESi]. 
This recursive function N will be referred to in the description of the payoff of the 
game G:, 
Player I describes his model in the language 
~=(E~~~!$~~XO~~C19SO~ .*.,XirCli,Si, *.*} 
where Iw K x. g. S. (i E w) are constant symbols and p is a predicate symbol. -3 _? _I7 _I? _* 
Player I uses Xi to denote the ith real played in the course of the game G!. 
A ZO formula q in the language 9 is said to have support m if 40 contains no 
constants Xi for i > m. Fix recursive maps 
&,n*:(cp:cpisa&formulain9~ -+ (2n: l<n<03 
which are one-to-one, have disjoint ranges and are such that any C,, formula cp has 
support F?(V) and A(q). These maps give stages at which player I must decide certain 
statements about his model. 
Player I’s description must extend the following Y-theory 7’. 
Axioms of T. The first three axioms of T ensure that the domain of any model of 
T will contain the rudimentary closure of SO as a submodel. 
(1”) Sri+++ = s(s.a.)) 
C2n, i> (vu,b~~~~(~n,))(3c~S~+~)C~i(u,b)=cl 
(3”) (v’a~ Sn)(~ E 4Cb E Snl 
wherenEaand 1 <i<18. 
Let cpr be a IZ, sentence of 3 expressing 
“,u is an [W-complete on 5” A “formulation” A “extensionality.” 
The next two axioms of T assert hat the rudimentary closure (in a model of 2’) of SO is 
a premouse. 
(4”) (cpI)sn” 
(5) “&, $UnSo) kR+” 
(6) TiE ~ 
where n, i E o and (q)” is the relativization of cp to a. 
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Axiom (7) implies that no initial segment of (So, pr-18~) satisfies cpo(xO). 
(7) “(S,,~nnS,)~l~~(x,).” 
Recalling Corollary 1.8, let B(uO, ul, u2) be a C, formula which defines f,” for any 
transitive model _4? of R+ and let G be the rudimentary function described in Lemma 
1.7. The following four axioms ensure that the constants gi behave as discussed in the _ 
above review. 
(8”) “gn is a function” A dom(g,) G [OR]‘” x B 
(9) V’(F, 4 E dom(g_,) “(So, 14 1 o(F, x, go@‘, 4)” 
(10”) gn+1 = G(g_m Sn) A gn E Sew 
(11,) ( > 
s 
&: [O@] <o x B “!z+ S” -e(n’. 
Our next axiom will guarantee that the rudimentary closure of So will be a C,- 
elementary substructure of any model of T. 
(qD,“,nl ) (3vcp(4)“n * (3u3F [S_,(F, &) = u A (q(u))“q)“~y 
where q is a formula in Z, and m = rit ((E!uq(u))Sn). 
Finally, for every &-formula q(u) of the language 9 having one free variable, 
T contains the axiom 
(13,) (30 E I!!) 0) * ‘p@;(q)). 
This completes the list of the axioms in T. 
Before we define the game G! and its payoff, we introduce some notation. Given 
a Co formula a(u) and a C, formula q(u), we let a(~u(cp(u))“~) abbreviate the Z0 formula 
(5 E &J (a(u) A [Vl4(cp(u) 0 U = II)]“‘). 
For i E co, let “u E Fi” abbreviate the C,, formula 
“u is a function of the form u : ‘K + OR,” 
where i is some standard Z-term denoting the integer i. We can now define the game 
G! and its payoff. 
Definition 4.5. A run of the game G! has the form 
I io, XoLfo il> x,J-1 
. . . 
II Xl X3 
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where ik E o, xk E R! and fk E FB for all k E o. If u = ( (ik, xZk,fk, x2,, + I ): 0 < k < n) is 
a position of the game of length n, let 
T*(u) = (0: 8 is a Co sentence of 3 and iA = 11. 
Let p = (<ik, XZk& XZk+l): 0 < k < co) be a full run of the game, and let 
T*(P) = U,,, T * (p 1 n). We say that p is a winning run for player I if and only if 
(a) x = A.nxo(n + 1) and “&(o), in&,& b cp&.nxo(n + 1))” e T*(P). 
(b) T*(p) is a Co-complete, consistent extension of T such that 
“<i (!) = m” E T*(p) iff Xi(n) = m 
for all i, m, n E w. 
(c) For all i, k, j, j’ E w and for all C, formulas q(u) and $(v) (each having one free 
variable), letting rr = “zu(cp(o))Sj E Fy and r = “zu(lc/(u))Sj’ E Fk,” the following two 
conditions hold: 
(1) &lr, E Ff and f& E F/. 
(2) If 6, r E T*(p), then 
[lV(cp(U))“J GSqt ZU(+(U))~~,]“- E T*(p) iff JE’~ t=Jq,,) <‘,’ f&) 
forallsE’(i+k)t andall tEk(i+k)t,wherem=N(i,k,j,j’). 
In condition (2) of Definition 4.5, N is the recursive function described in the above 
remark. If m = N(i, k, j, j’), then m is sufficiently large so that &,, could legitimately 
decide the truth or falsehood of “ru(q(u))~~ <‘,I w(t,b(u))sj." 
The payoff defined in 4.5 is such that G! is closed and continuously associated with 
x. In order to show that x H G! is a closed game representation of PB, we must 
characterize the winning positions for player I in G{ in which he has been honest 
about the minimal model of cpo(x). 
Definition 4.6. A position u = ((ik, x2k,fk, x2k+ r ): 0 < k < n) of length n, is (p, x)- 
honest if and only if 
(1) Jfzs != cpo(x). 
(2) If y ,< p is the least y > rc& such that My k cpo(x), then, letting y = [ + 1, the 
following three conditions hold: 
(i) n > 0 +- x = A.ixo(i + 1) h (S$OCoJ, pnS1,coJ k q%(x). 
(ii) Let 9, be the (partial) interpretation of 9 defined by 
Y”(iR) = R, Y”(S) = lcxy, Y”(P) = /Y, Y,(E) = EAY, A(Xi) = xi, 
9” ($j) = Sj and am = gj, for all i < 2n and for all j E O. 
Then, all the axioms of T*(u) u T, having support 2n, are true when interpreted in the 
structure (JP, 9”). 
(iii) Let 00, ,.. , ok, . . . , grn enumerate those Co sentences bk such that n*(gk) < 2n 
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and (AC’, 9”) + ok, where ok has the form “~r((pk))sJk E Fi,” with ik, jk E 0 and (p,‘(a) in 
C,. In addition, let hk E FiY, be such that (A%“, YU) 1 ((Pk(hk))SJ1 for each k d m, and let 
r = { ($,f&,)): k < m}. Then there is a @ 2 z such that @: F Y-+FP. 
The following Lemma, implies that the only way for player I to win Gi is to “play” 
an appropriate substructure of MB. 
Lemma 4.1 (ZF). Let u be a position of G!. Then player I has a winning quasi-strategy 
in G! starting from u o the position u is (p, x)-honest. 
Proof. ( -=) Let u be a (/I, x)-honest position of length n, and let y, c < /3 be as in 
condition (2) of the definition of (p, x)-honesty. We show that 
If n = 0, let w be such that x = l.nw(n + 1) and (A’, 9@) l= “&Co,, pn&,co,) I= cpo(x)“. 
Set i = 1 if a _X,, sentence f3 of 9 exists such that n*(0) = 2n and (A”, 9”) b 8; otherwise 
set i = 0. If fi (( 3u cp(o))““) = 2n for cp a ,E, formula having one free variable, choose 
w so that (A’, jUn<i, w./;Y)) b“axiom (12,,+))‘. If ;i(cp) = 2n for cp a C, formula of one 
free variable, choose w for the sake of axiom (13,), otherwise let w be arbitrary. 
Finally, if ri(zu(cp(u))~j E Fi) = 2n for cp a C, formula of one free variable and h E FY is 
such that (A’, 9”) != ru(cp(v))“~ = h, then choose f to be so that (h,f) E @, where 
@ witnesses part 2(iii) of (/I, x)-honesty for u, otherwise randomly select f: 
No ( j?, x)-honest position is an immediate loss for player I. Thus, if u is (/?, x)-honest, 
player I can win G[ from u by continuing to play (8, x)-honest positions. 
( *) Let 0 be the sentence we want to prove, that is, 
“For any iterable real premouse A? and for all for /I < m-K, x E IR, U, if b > IC.~ and 
player I has a winning quasi-strategy in G! starting from u, then u is (/I, x)-honest.” 
We shall show that V b 0 for any countable transitive model V of a sufficiently large 
fragment of ZF. It then follows that ZF H and this will complete the proof of the 
Lemma. So, let I/ be such a model and let ,E, A&’ E I/ be such that 
I’ \ “A’ is an iterable real premouse, JP < /I d 6?.” and C is a winning quasi- 
strategy for player I in Gi starting from a.” 
In I/, define P = (P, < ) by 
P = {u: u is a position in Gi extending u and u E I}, 
and for u, u’ E P define u < u’ iff u 2 u’, where u 2 u’ means that u extends u’ as 
a sequence. 
Let G be P-generic over V and let p = U G. Since the game is closed and p 1 n E ,Y for 
all n, it follows that p is a winning run for player I in G! and therefore, T*(p) is 
a ,Y,-complete and consistent extension of T. 
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Let 99 E V[G] be an Y-model of T*(p). We now define a substructure d of 
9 whose domain A is 
A = (b E B: 3$3n E w [II/ E C, with one free variable and @k b = zv(t,h(u))Sn]}, 
where ru is the “unique Y” operator. Since g 1 T, it follows that F@, B” E A and 
S,?, $7, ~7 E A for all i E w. Let E” = E@ r A and p”” = pan A, and define 
Because %9 is a model of T u T * (p), we conclude that 
(i) For all a E A, d k a E 3, for some n E w. 
(ii) &‘<,&49anddi=PM. 
(iii) r;4 1 [cpo(l.nx_o(n + 1)) h “(SO, bin&) ki~o(l.nxO(n + l))“]. 
Let p = ((ik, xZk,fk, xZk+ 1): 0 < k < w). For h E F&, let 8 = “iu(J/(u))“~ E Fi” be 
the first sentence (in an enumeration induced by p) such that 
9I 1 [h = IU($(U))~J oh E Fi] and define a(h) =f~(s). Requirement (c) of the payoff in 
Gt implies that O: Fd + FB is Q -extendible. Since I/ V‘J?~ is an iterable premouse”, 
it follows by absoluteness that I/ [G] k “MB is an iterable premouse”. So by Theorem 
2.31, d is isomorphic to an iterable premouse. We therefore identity J&’ with its 
transitive collapse. By requirement (b), _rrp = xi for all i E w and by axiom (13) of T, 
R”/ = {Xi: i E CO}. S’ mce _& is a real premouse in V and G is a “generic run” of 
G! according to Z, it follows that lR d = [WV = [w”. Clearly, & = HuElg(lR”‘). Thus by 
Theorem 2.32, there is a premouse iterate &,, of d such that d, is an initial segment 
of 4’@. Let y < /I be such that d, = 49’ and so, we have that rroV : dr;’ Ay and note 
that no,, :LX!= HuElf’ (R”‘). 
Assertion (iii) above implies that dy k cpo(x) and that y > IC& is the least such 
ordinal. Therefore, y is a successor ordinal, say y = [ + 1. Define the interpretation 
YU, which maps symbols of 2 to relations and constants in ~49, by 
Y”(B) = 7c04([w~“) = [WA”, 
Y&c) = 7co&“) = #, 
Y”(P) = KY 
Y” (E) = 8, 
for all i < 2n and for all j E w. 
It is now routine to verify that conditions (1) (2i) and (2ii) of (p, x)-honesty hold for 
u in V[G]. Let % = Hullf’ (W”‘) and let z s F” x FB be as defined in condition (2iii) 
of(p, x)-honesty. Because oo~&i: F” + FB is < -extendible, this map easily induces 
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a quasi-map @’ : FY-+ F6 such that r E: @‘. Lemma 3.12 implies that there is a quasi- 
map @ : F y -+ FB extending t. Therefore, @ witnesses conditions (2iii) of (/II, x)-honesty. 
Since the conditions of (p, x)-honesty hold for u in V [G], the proof will be complete 
once we show that these conditions hold for u in V. Conditions (l), (2i) and (2ii) are 
clearly absolute between V and V [Cl. Lemma 3.11 implies that condition (2iii) is also 
absolute between V and V[G]. 0 
Remark. Hugh Woodin originated the idea of using a winning “generic run” to prove 
“honesty” 1193. 
Notice that the empty position is (p, x)-honest if and only if J’@ 1 cpo(x). Therefore, 
Lemma 4.7 implies that player I has a winning quasi-strategy in G: if and only if 
JXp k cpo(x). Let 
P,“(x, u) o player I has a winning quasi-strategy in G_{ from 
the length k position u 
ou has length k and is (8, x)-honest. 
Then it is easy to see that P/ E M B-t1 for all k E w and all fl < m,K, and that the map 
(8, k) I+ Pi is C1 (~5’). To see that Pi E MB+ ’ , notice that conditions (l), (2i) and (2ii) 
of (p, x)-honesty are .Zi(k?). Condition (2iii) is n,(~%‘~) by Lemma 3.11. By the 
comments following (S), this concludes the proof of the Theorem for the case when 
a = 6?& is a limit ordinal. 
The successor case: When a = a.4 is a successor ordinal, the proof of the 
Theorem is essentially the same as that for the limit case and we shall just outline the 
modifications required to provide a proof for the successor case. Suppose that 
a = v f 1. As before, let P E R be in C,(_&) and let cpo(u) be a Ci formula with one 
free variable such that 
P(x) iff J@ k cpo(x) 
for x E I!. For 5 6 v and m E w, where 5 > K.~ and m 2 1, let 
PS*Yx) iff (S$+,(E!), PnSlf~+,(rW)) ~vo(x). 
Thus, 
For each such 5 d v and m Z 1 we construct a closed game representation x H cf.“’ of 
Pt-, that is, 
P{.“(x) iff player I wins G$” 
where player I is required to play functions from FB, letting /3 = 5 + 1. The game 
G$” is the same as Gt but with certain restrictions to ensure that (Pfm: k d i) E MB 
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for all i E CO, where the P$+’ are analogs of the P[. (In the limit case, we arranged only 
to have (Pt: k < i) E A4 B+l for all i E CO, which is not good enough for the successor 
case; for example, when B = CC) 
The rules of the game G$m are exactly as those of G: with the following exception: 
On his kth move player I is required to play a function f E FB such that 
Rule (1) d(f) < k, 
Rule (2)f E %A$+,@). 
We arrange that G(a) > max{i, j> whenever 0 is a formula of the form 
“to(cp(u))“~ E Fy. The payoff of G$“’ is the same as Gi except we replace (a) with 
(a’) x=xoand“(S,,~nAS,)~(Po(X~ET*(p). 
The definition of (5, m, x)-honesty is exactly the same as that of (/I, x)-honesty, where 
p = 5 + 1, except we require that the above rules are to be obeyed and we replace part 
(i) of condition (2) with 
(i’) n>O~x=x,A(S5n,~nnS~,)~cpo(x). 
We can prove the analogue of Lemma 4.7. 
Lemma 4.8. (ZF). Let u be a position of G$‘“. Then player I has a winning quasi- 
strategy in G$” starting from u o the position u is (5, m, x)-honest. 
Proof (sketch). The proof of the direction ( 3) is as before. 
( c=) Let u be a (5, m, x)-honest position of length n and let y = [ + 1 < /3 = 5 + 1 
be as in condition (2) of the definition of (5, m, x)-honesty. We show that 
3iE03wEIW3fEFB~yE08(u^(i, w,f,y) is(&m,x)-honest). 
That u can be so extended follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.7, except in the case 
where n^(tu(cp(u))“~ E Fi) = 2n. In this case, we must show that one can extend u to 
a (5, m, x)-honest position by playing a function f obeying the rules (1) and (2) above. 
Since u is (5, m, x)-honest, let z and @ : F y -+FP witness condition (2iii) for u. It follows 
from the proof of Lemma 3.11 that there is a Zi (J@)-definable quasi-map 
Q,: FY-+ FB extending z. 
Suppose that n^(lv(cp(u))xjE Fi) = 2n for cp a Z, formula of one free variable, and 
h E FY is such that (A’?, X,) k tu(cp)(u))"j = h. We want to choose an f E S,“,+,,(B) 
such that (h,f) E @,. If we can select such an f, then d(f) <: 2n (because 
n*(a) > i = d(h)) and rules (1) and (2) will not be violated. To see that we can select he 
desired f; let 2k be the largest such that n*(a’) = 2k < 2n for some formula 
rr’ = “z~(ll/(u))~~’ E Fi,.” Since the functions played in u obey the rules, 
(1) d(g) = d(j) < 2k for each (g,f) E t, 
(2) dom(r)urange(~)u{k) E S$+,,+j(rW)> 
(3) ItI d 2k. 
It follows from a construction of @, that there is an 1 E o and an f E S$+,([w) such that 
the (h,f) E Qr,. One can check that I= 1(2k, j, i) is a recursive function of 2k, j, i alone. 
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Therefore, to ensure that Rule (2) can be met it is sufficient to arrange that 
A(a) > 1(2k, j, i) for all such 0, and this can easily be done. 0 
To complete the proof, we need to show that the set Pf”’ of (5, m, x)-honest 
positions of length k is in AP. To see that P,f”’ E MD, notice that conditions (2i) and 
(2ii) of (5, m x)-honesty are clearly &,(J@). That condition (2iii) is also Z,(JP‘r) is not 
as clear, and to prove this requires a sharper form of Lemma 3.11. 
Given s &n r and t d (0, 1) consider the Z;,(JY~) relation R({, ,I) defined by 
<=(to, . . ..[n-r)EnKtAA=(i(). . . ..E.j_1)EjKfASEj.fA tEj{O,l] 
A‘di < j([t(i) = 1 AS(i) < PI - 1 *ts(i) < I”<  rs(i)+r] 
A [t(i) = 1 A s(i) = n - 1 j {s(i) < ni] 
A [t(i) = 0 j 5s(i) = Eli]). 
Given h E FY let n = d(h), j, s, t be as above. For H E pnMY define the function 
h S,f. H E F; by 
hs,t,&, . . . ylj-l)=suP{h(t,t ...>tn-~): (50, ...,~,-1>=5~“HfAR(4,~)} 
when 1. = (&, . . . ,1j- r) E ‘H t, and set h,,l,H(&, . . . , Aj- 1) = 0 otherwise. Also, de- 
fine the function W: [F’]‘” -+ [F’]‘” by 
W(G) = C4t.H: hE(TAH=~~(o)r\3j6d(h)[sEjd(h)tr\tEj{O,l}]}, 
where cp defines the relation (2) in Section 3. 
Now, suppose that r E F’x FB is nice and let o = &m(7). For g E Fy define 
r*(g) = ru{(g,,D, s*)> where Q gb,D and g* are as given in Section 3 (prior to 
Lemma 3.11). As in Section 3, we let $ define the relation (3) except with the additional 
requirement hat oi be a subset of the domain of the function 4, where { + 1 = y. 
Specifically, let $(I,, 7) define the relation 
7 c [F ’ x F-“ICW A “7 is nice” A ~(1, dam(7)) 
A(v(h,j-)ET)(v(q,, . . ..r.-,)~~‘~‘ran(~)f)[h(~1~, . . ..cc.-,)~6 
A 4(h(%, . . . ,&-I)) =mo, ..’ >&,)I). 
The ideas used to prove Lemma 3.11 can be used to prove the following “bounded” 
version of Lemma 3.11. 
Proposition. Zf 7 G FY x FB is nice, then 
(3@ z z)(@:Fy-+F4) 0 F*,.(z) = 1 A&E W(dom(z))(Fti,.(r*(g)) = 1). 
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We are left to show that condition (2iii) of (5, m, x)-honesty is J&&@). Using the 
proposition, we now verify that the set P,$“’ of (<, m, x)-honest positions of length k is 
in _4!B and that the map (5, m, k) H Pjqm . IS Cl(~). Let u be a position of length 
k which obeys the rules and let z be as constructed in condition (2iii) of (5, m, x)- 
honesty. We need to show that the requirement hat there exists a @: FY-+ FB 
extending r is a .EO(J,@) requirement. 
Because u obeys the rules it follows that 
(1) d(g) = d(f) < 2k for each (g,f) E z, 
(2) &m(r) u range(r) c S$ + 2k(IW), 
(3) IrI G 2k. 
The proposition implies that there is a k’ > 2k such that 
(3@ 3 z)(@:FY-+FB) if and only if 
Since the set of all positions of length k is a set in A, it now follows that I’$“’ E M. In 
addition, since k’ can be taken as a recursive function of 2k, it follows that the map 
(5, m, k) H P$“’ is Ei (A). 
So let (f$‘5,m): 
a scale on P by 
I E o) be the Moschovakis scale on Pt.“‘. As before we can define 
tit,(x) = least (t, m) such that P<,“(x) 
+i+ ltx) = (Il/lJ(x) 4’“‘“‘(x)) 5 I 
where we use the lexicographic order to assign ordinals to pairs of ordinals. Let < i be 
the prewellordering on R induced by $i. It follows that ( < i: i E w) is a Ci (4) scale 
on P. 
Now Theorem 4.4 is proved. 0 
Solovay and Kechris observed some time ago that not every set of reals in L(R) 
admits a scale in L(R). However, every set of reals in L(R) admits a scale just beyond 
L(R). The proof of Theorem 4.4, for the successor case, gives a new proof of the 
following unpublished result due to Solovay. 
Corollary 4.9 (ZF + DC). Suppose that lR# exists and that L(R) b AD. Then every set 
of reals in L(R) admits a scale (Q i: i E w) each of whose norms Q i is in L(R). 
Proof (sketch). Arguing as in Ch. 12 of Dodd [S], it follows that the existence of R’ 
implies the existence of an iterable real premouse of the form d = 
(M, p) = (J,+l [I], p), where K = J? (see Lemma 5.2). In addition, 
J,,, [p](R)n9’(R) = L(R)nB(R). Now, let P be a set of reals in L(R). Since 
P = h.k(z, z) for some ZER, it follows that XE P iff (S&+,(lR), pnS&+,,,@))b q,(x), 
for some m E o and some C1 formula qpo with parameter z. Thus P = PK*m using the 
notation just prior to Lemma 4.8. The proof of the successor case in Theorem 4.4 (after 
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relativizing) implies that P admits a scale ( & : i E w > each of whose norms << is in 
M, that is, in L(R). 0 
Remark. Assuming that Rx exists and that L(R) I= AD, let &! be as in the proof of 
Corollary 4.9. Because R” is Cr (A), it also follows that [w” has a scale each of whose 
norms <i has initial segments in L(R); that is, pi I{ y: y <ix} E L(R) for each x E R #. 
5. The axiom of determinacy implies dependent choices in K(R) 
The real core model K(R) contains L(R), the smallest inner model of ZF containing 
the reals, and is a natural generalization of the core model K presented in Dodd and 
Jensen [6]. We will use the results of Section 4 to determine the extent of scales in 
K(R) and prove that ZF + AD + V = K(R) =P DC. 
Definition 5.1. The real core model is the class 
K(R) = {x: 3Jlr (,lr is a real l-mouse A x E N)} 
Lemma 5.2. There exits an iterable real premouse if and only if [w# exists. 
Proof. Dodd [S, Ch. 121 gives an analysis of O#, which in our case carries over to iF!#. 
Thus, a proof of this lemma can easily be extracted from Dodd’s analysis. 0 
Hence, K(R) is nonempty if and only if R” exists. Therefore, in the case where there 
are no iterable real premice, we shall assume the convention that K(R) = L(R). 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that J.& and Jf are core real l-mice. If P/W = K.'", then A = _Af. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.37(3), it is sufficient to prove that &? and &” have a common 
iterate. By the comparison lemma there is an ordinal 8 > o such that .,& and X0 are 
comparable. Assume for a contradiction that _10 is a proper initial segment of M,. By 
Corollary 2.42, Z,kO = {K,: K, = rcC A LY < 6) is uniformly C,(Jkl,) subset of 6 and so, 
1.4” = I.@anK.“* E Jv,. Note that I-K,* G K ‘Q = K Ha and because X0 and N0 contain 
the same subsets of &‘e, it follows that I.x- E .&,. Consequently, Xm k “E has confinal- 
ity o”. But K.‘W is a “measurable cardinal” in Mj,, and therefore, MU I= “K is an 
uncountable regular cardinal”. Contradiction, q 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that B is a set of real l-mice. Then there exists a real l-mouse 
& such that B z M. 
Proof. Let II/ be the sentence we want to prove, that is, 
$ E VB [“B is a set of real l-mice” =E= 3.k’ (“k’ is a real l-mouse” A B s M)]. 
We prove that I/ is a model of $ for every countable transitive model V of a suffi- 
ciently large finite fragment of ZF and therefore, ZF k$. 
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So let I/ be a countable transitive model and assume without loss of generality that 
V kZF. Let BE V be such that 
I/ k“B is a set of real l-mice”. 
In V, let L(B) be the smallest inner model of ZF containing B. In L(B) let 
P = (B)<” x (R)‘m and define (RI, pl) < (qO, ql) iff p. 2 q. AP, 2 q1 (as sequences) 
for (po,pl), (qo, ql)E P, and let P = (P, < ). Let G be P-generic over L(B). By 
absoluteness, L(B)[G] i= “B is a set of l-mice”. Since U G induces an enumeration of 
both B and l@(a) in order type w, it follows that L(B)[G] b ZFC. Now, in L(B)[G] let 
8 be a regular cardinal such that 0 > 1X1 for all JV E B and define the set 33 by 
Here, IA’1 is the cardinality of M. 
Clearly, B E .43. Because P-forcing is aImosc homogeneous [ 11, p. 2451 and because 
forcing does not add any new iterable premice, it follows that a E L(B). 
Since, in L(B) [G], 8 is a regular uncountable cardinal larger than l~V1 for all 
JV E B, it follows, as in the proof of the comparison lemma, that 
L(B) [G] b VA’“, Jf’ E .%? (“MO and JV~ are comparable” A K.‘; = 0). 
Therefore by absoluteness, 
L(B) t= VA’-, JV”’ E .!?d (“A$ and A$ are comparable” A K”“~@ = 6). 
Hence, again by absoluteness, 
V kVJ’Jlr, _A’+’ E W(“&‘, and .&i’ are comparable” A K."~ = 6). 
Now, let 
and so, A% is a real premouse in V/, K’ x = e, No is an initial segment of A for all 
.,V E SK In L(B) [G] let Fe be the closed unbounded filter on 8. Since pL” s FB and Fe is 
countably complete in L(B) [G], and since DC holds in L(B)[G], it follows that 
L(B)[G] b “A? is iterable”(see 8.9 and 8.16 of [S]). Thus by absoluteness, V VA is an 
iterable real premouse”. 
The following two claims hold in V. 
Claim 1. di? is a red l-mouse. 
Proof. Let fl=aA. If /I <s~p(&?~<fl: NE&?}, then fi=aiya for some 
ME k’+?, and .M = J&. Therefore, A is a l-mouse. So, suppose that 
/?=su~{@~@<<: 1~33). T o show that A! is a l-mouse, we shall show that 
A = Hull? (0 u R). To prove this, let Jlr E %3 and let %? = W(X) be the core of Jlr. Let 
V, be the ccth iterate of V for LY < 8, and let K, = K'=. Note that qO = Jlr, and that 
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rce = 8. Let y < B be such that +YO = JP. By Corollary 2.42, I(y, q,) = I.&’ = (K,: 
CI < 0} is a uniformly C,(JP’, {K~}) subset of 0. 
Because p is a limit ordinal, it follows easily that the relation R(<, K', K;) de- 
fined by 
5 < /l A J~V< is a l-mouse A K’ E Z(<, K;) 
is C,(&). This observation, along with Lemma 5.3, implies that (~1 is 
Ci(,&, {Q,, K,}). Now, since p = pMy and h>y: [w x 02 My are both 
C,(JP), it follows that &Zy z Hu11<(8u R). Therefore, & = UJY.t9 M0 implies that 
JY = Hullf(Bu R). Thus, & is a real l-mouse by Corollary 2.41. q 
Working in I’, let JV be a real l-mouse in a and let K = K~‘. Because JV is 
a l-mouse, it follows that h$ : [w x K ontq Jlr. Since h$? r [w x K = hf’c: 1 R X K, there is 
a “membership” relation E and a predicate U, both defined on [w x K, such that the 
structure gM = (R x K, E, U) is Z,(Jr/-,) and the transitive collapse of &,N is J. Note 
that rank(E) = OR.-‘. 
Claim 2. For each JV E 3?, 
(1) M”,+ is a proper initial segment of A!, 
(2) Kv E JC+, 
(3) ORM 3 OR-“” + 8, 
(4) JV” E &%!. 
Proof. Let Jlr E g. 
(1) Clearly, .,V, is an initial segment of &Z and since JV is a l-mouse, 
J1’ = Hull;v(R u K”‘~ u (p,~~>>. Theorem 2.43 implies that JV,’ is a l-mouse. Let &’ be 
the transitive collapse of JP = Htrllf” (R u K.~‘u (P‘, pHO > ). It follows that & E g and 
that ~2~ = JV~ is an initial segment of A. Therefore, X0 is a proper initial segment of 
_&‘. A similar argument shows that JVL is also a proper initial segment of A. 
(2) Since a,- is Z,(_,&), it follows that qy E JV~. 
(3) Suppose, for a contradiction, that OR.# -=c ORNi + 8. Let 0 < < < 0 be such that 
OR M = OR,“‘.@ + 5. Let p E Jl/^e be so that &” E p and fo. is C,(_/lr,, {p}). Now let 
Z’= Hull~(Ru~“u~u(p)). Notice that (4b-f is Ci (&‘, (p>> and {OP;] is 
x:1 (K (8,>). N ow, let & be the transitive collapse of 2. Since IC-~,~ < 0, it follows that 
ZXJ’ E B. Since &‘,y E -rQO, it follows that JV~ is an initial segment of -pBO. It also follows that 
{OR G } is Zi (de, {gJ-}) and therefore, JV,+ is a proper initial segment of “;alO. 
Because X k “ORx’ + {’ exists” for all t’ < 5 < 8, it follows that J$@ F “OR”’ + X’ 
exists” for all 4’ < t < 8. But, (1) implies that &gf is an initial segment of J%!, and 
OPO = OR”@ + o. Therefore, OR-“; + < < OR”’ Q OR.“. Contradiction. 
(4) Since the transitive collapse of the structure &_V = (R x K, E, ff) is J+” and 
rank(E) = OR.” -C 8, it follows from (l)-(3) that the transitive collapse of b,,- is 
constructed in A, that is, N E M. q 
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It follows from the above claims that v b (“A is real l-mouse” A B g M) and thus, 
I+$. cl 
Theorem 5.5. Assume that Rx exists. Then the following hold: 
(i) K(R) 1 ZF. 
(ii) For all x E K(R) there exists a real l-mouse Jlr E K(R) such that x E N. 
(iii) K(R) k I/ = K(R). 
(iv) DC * K(R) b DC. 
Proof. (i) Clearly K(R) is transitive, and the comparison lemma easily implies that 
K(R) is closed under the Gijdel Operations [S]. Therefore, by Theorem 31 of [8], to 
prove that K(R) is an inner model of ZF, it is sufficient o prove that K(R) is almost 
universal, that is, VX c: K(R)3 Y E K(R) (X c Y). 
To show that K(R) is almost universal, let X s K(R). By collection (in V), there is 
a set B of real l-mice such that Vx E X3 J1’ E B(x E N). By Lemma 5.4 there is a real 
l-mouse & such that B s M and again by Lemma 5.4, there is a real l-mouse &such 
that & E A and therefore, Y = A4 E K(R) is as required. Thus, K (R) is an inner model 
of ZF. 
(ii) Let x E K(R) and so, there is a real l-mouse N such that x E N. Lemma 5.4 
implies that there is a real l-mouse & such that N E M. Hence, JV’ E K(R). 
(iii) This follows immediately from (ii). 
(iv) Assuming DC, the axiom of dependent choices, we shall prove that K(R) I= DC. 
Suppose X,REK(R), X #8, R c XxX and (V~EX)(%EX)R(U,~). By (ii) and 
Corollary 1.8 there is an ordinal y and a map 7~ E K(R) such that EC: [r] cW x [Ws X. 
Let S = [?I’” and define P in K (R) by 
mo, x0), *** ,(a”, X,)) E P-Vi $ il((OZiy xi) f S X W) 
AW< nR(~((ai,xi),~(oli+1,xi+1)) 
and for ((a~, XO), .. . A,, xJ>, (MO, XO), .. . On, xJ> E P define 
mo, X0)7 *a’ A%, A)> GX ((PO, x0), ... on, 4) 
* Vi Q n(ai = pi) V 3j < 12 [Vi < j (c(i = pi) A Ctj <~~fij]- 
Define the tree T on R as follows: 
Clearly, T E K(R). It is easy to check that T # 8 and for all (x0, . . . ,x,) E T there 
exists an x,+ 1 ER such that (x0, . . . ,x,, x, + 1 > E T. By DC (in I’) there exists an 
f:o + R such that (f(O), . . . J(n)) E T for all n E o. Since S can be coded by a single 
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real, it follows that f E K(R). Thus, there is a function g :o + S in K(R) such that 
R(x(g(i),f(i)), n(g(i + l),f(i + 1))) for all i E o. Thus, K(R)+ DC. 0 
Remark. The proof of (iv) in the above Theorem shows that DCR * K(R) k DC. 
We now are in a position to prove that ZF + AD + V = K(R) * DC, thereby 
generalizing the following theorem of Kechris [lo]. 
Theorem 5.6 (Kechris). ZF + AD + V = L(R) * DC. 
The countable axiom of choice, denoted by AC”, states: For every nonempty set 
X and every relation R on o x X, 
Vn3aR(n,a) = 3f:w-+XVnR(n,f(n)). 
Let AC,0 denote the restriction of AC” to the case of the reals, that is, X = R. It is 
well-known that ZF + AD = AC,“. Thus, one can prove (see the proof of Theorem 
5.5(iv)) that 
ZF+AD+V=K(R)*AP. 
To prove DC, assuming ZF + AD + V = K(R), it is sufficient o show, as remarked 
above, that ZF + AD + I/ = K ([w) + DCR. 
The key notion introduced by Kechris in his proof of Theorem 5.6 is that of 
a quasi-scale. Let < be a binary relation on a set P which is transitive, reflexive and 
connected, and define x < y o x B y A y 6x, for x, y E P. We say that < is a quasi- 
norm on P if there are no infinite descending < -chains, that is, 
1(3f:o+XvnEuf(n + 1) <f(n)). 
Given a sequence ( <,: n E w) of quasi-norms on P, write x E n y o (x d,y A y d n x), 
for x, y E P and n E CO. Assuming DC, every quasi-norm is a prewellordering. 
Definition 5.7. Let P c [w. We say that a sequence ( 6 “: n E o) of quasi-norms on P is 
a quasi-scale on P, if the following limit condition holds: 
IfXo, X1,X2, . . . E P,limi,, Xi = x, and for each n there is an k, such that Xi E” Xk, 
for all i Z k,, then (1) x E P and (2) x 6” Xk. for all n E CO. 
Lemma 5.8 (Kechris). Assume ZF + AD + AC”. Suppose P G II2 is nonempty and 
carries a quasi-scale ( <,,: n E o). Let A be a pointclass containing P and the relation R, 
where R(n, x, y) o (x, y E P A x Gn y). Suppose A is closed under recursive substitutions 
and under the operations 1, A , v ,3 ’ and V’. Then P contains a real (with graph) in A. 
Proof. Kechris proves this lemma in [lo]. 0 
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To prove that DC holds in K(R), we will show that any set of reals P in Ci (A, [w) 
for an iterable real premouse JY carries a quasi-scale. First, it is necessary to generalize 
the concept of a quasi-scale so that it is applicable to invariant relations P E X, where 
57 is an M-space. The notion limits of points in X = Xi x ... x X, is defined in the 
obvious way, that is, given a sequence (ui: i E w) of points ui E %” we write (Ui) + U, if 
u E % is such that for all j < r: 
(1) if Xj = Iw, then limi,,, (ni)j = (u)j, 
(2) if XJ = Fz where m E w: then 3 kM > k (u!)~ ~~,(u)~ 
Here, (U)j denotes the jth coordinate of v E 57. 
Definition 5.9. Let P G 3 be a invariant relation. We say that a sequence ( <,: n E w) 
of quasi-norms on P is a quasi-scale on P, if the following limit condition holds: 
IfUC), Ui, U2, ... E P, (Ui) -t U, and for each n there is a k, such that Ui E, Uk. for all 
i > k,, then (1) u E P and (2) u <,, uk. for all n E o. 
Remark. A quasi-scale ( <,: n E w) on P gives rise to a scale, if the condition “there 
are no infinite descending <,-chains” is strengthened to “every nonempty subset of 
D L,.- rnasa <“- 1,--& ,.1,-.%..*‘~ ,CilbL elG‘llcI11 . 
The following “transfer theorem” allows us to transfer quasi-scales from an invari- 
ant relation P to its projection 3’P and to its dual projection V’P. 
Lemma 5.10. Assume ZF + AD + AC”‘. Let .,# be an iterable real premouse and let 
&%-=x~x *.* x Xk _ 1 x R be an A-space. Suppose P C 3 is an invariant relation and 
consider the invariant relations S and Q defined by 
S(u) if 3w E lRP(u^(w)), 
Q(U) lff VY E RP(u-(Y)). 
If P carries a quasi-scale ( <i: n E co), then there are quasi-scales ( <I: n E co> and 
( <,Q : n E o) on S and Q, respectively. In addition, the definitions of <i and <f depend 
only on <:, P . ..) &_I. 
Proof. Kechris [lo] explicitly describes techniques for transferring quasi-scales from 
a relation, having real and ordinal arguments, to the projection and dual projection of 
this relation. Those techniques directly generalize to invariant relations on A-spaces, 
which have real and “function” arguments, and a proof of Lemma 5.10 can be 
_a^_ __ 
extracted from LlOJ. However, since the reader may not be famiiiar with [io], we shaii 
give a brief overview of Kechris’ construction of these quasi-scales on S and Q. The 
construction of the quasi-scale on Q uses “fake sup” games to obtain “fake sup” 
quasi-norms on Q. Recall that fake sup games are used to obtain the fake supremum 
norms in the definition of the Moschovakis scale (see Definition 4.3). Similarly, the 
construction of the quasi-scale on S uses “fake inf” games to define “fake inf” 
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quasi-norms. Without DC, the construction of the infimum scale (see Definition 4.3) 
breaks down. 
For n = 0 the relation <z is trivial, that is, the relation holds for all pairs of 
elements in S. Now let n > 0. For U, u’ E S define U’ <ZU if and only if player II has 
a winning strategy in the following “fake inf” game on w: 
I w(0) w(1) 
II w’ (0) w’(1) ..’ 
Player II wins if and only if (1) u’- (w’) E P and (2) if u-(w) E P then 
(u’_(w’), w’(O), . . ) u’^ (w’), w’(n - 1)) d (u-(w), w(O), ... ,u-(w>, w(n - l)), 
where < is the lexicographic order on these Zn-tuples induced by taking the order 
<j’ on the entries in the (2j)th coordinate and the standard w-ordering on the entries 
in the (2j + 1)th coordinate, for eachj < n. [Compare with Case 1, prior to Definition 
4.3.1 Assuming AC” and the determinacy of the above “fake inf” games, one can show 
that the relation <I is a quasi-norm on S, and that (<I: n E w) is a quasi-scale on S. 
Before we define the quasiscale on Q, let rc, rr , . . . enumerate all finite sequences of 
o, so that r0 = @ and if ri is a proper initial segment of tj, then i < j. For n = 0 the 
reiation <” is triviai, that is, the reiation hoids for aii pairs oi eiements in Q. Now iet 
n > 0. For U, u’ E Q define u <f u’ if and only if player II has a winning strategy in the 
following “fake sup” game on o: 
I z(0) z(1) 
II z’(O) z’(1) ..’ 
Let y = r,_ r- z and y’ = r,_ i-z’; player II wins if and only if 
(u-(Y), ... ,u- (Y>> < (u’--(Y’>, “. ,U’^(Y’)), 
where < is the lexicographic order on these n-tuples induced by taking the order 
<p on the entries in thejth coordinate, for eachj < n. [Compare with Case 3 prior to 
Definition 4.3.1 Again, assuming AC” and the determinacy of the above “fake sup” 
games, one can show that the relation <I; is a quasi-norm on Q, and that ( <f: n E w) 
is a quasi-scale on Q. 0 
Remark. In the case where ( <z: n E o) is a scale, as opposed to a quasi-scale, we can 
define a scale on S by taking the infimum (as in Definition 4.3) without playing a game. 
Thus, the “fake inf” game is not needed if we have DC; however, it does seem to be 
necessary in the absence of DC. 
Our next “transfer theorem” allows us to transfer quasi-scales from an invariant 
reiation P to the invariant reiation 3 Ff P. 
Lemma 5.11 (ZF + AC”). Let A! be an iterable real premouse and let 
X = X1 x ... x Xk _ 1 x Fz, where m E o, be an A-space. Suppose P c X is an invari- 
ant relation and consider the invariant relation S dejined by 
S(u) ifs 3 f E F$P(u-(f)). 
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Zf P carries a quasi-scale (<f: n E w), then there is a quasi-scale ( <I: n E co) on S. In 
addition, the dejinition of <I depends only on <f- 1. 
Proof. Define a quasi-scale on S as follows: First define u <“o u iff S(u) A S(U), and 
define 6f+i by 
u <f+iv iff ~fEF~CP(u^(f))A~gEF~(g <,,f*lP(u-(g))) 
Clearly, <I is transitive, reflexive and connected. To see that <f is a quasi-norm 
for n > 1 (the case n = 0 is obvious), let uO, ui, u2, . . . E S be such that Ui+ 1 <“ui for 
all i E w. Choose fiy for each i, so that fi is <Pm -least such that P(uin(f;:)). Because 
ui+ 1 <f ui, it follows that A+ 1 xrrn 5. Since <r, is wellfounded, there is a k such that 
foralli2k,fi+i ~~~handsoui+i-(J;:+i) <I- 1 Ui^(f;:). But this contradicts the 
fact that <i-i is a quasinorm. 
Givenu,, ul, u2, . . . E S, (ui ) + u, and given k, such that Ui + uk, for all i > k, and 
n E w, it is now trivial to prove that 
(1) 24 E s, 
(2) u &,” for all n E 0. 
Thus, (<f: n E o) is a quasi-scale on S. 0 
Lemma 5.12 (ZF + AC”). Let A! be an iterable real premouse and assume that 
A! 1AD. Suppose that P c R is C1 (A!, {z}) f or some z E R. Then P carries a quasi-scale 
which is also C1 (A, {z}). 
Proof. Assuming ZF + AC” and assuming that & 1 AD, we demonstrate that the 
proof of Theorem 4.4 can be slightly modified to give a proof that P admits 
a quasi-scale which is C1 (A, {z}). We now sketch the modifications to the proof of 4.4 
that are required. For notational simplicity, we shall assume that a = @d is a limit 
ordinal (we shall only apply this lemma when tl is a limit). Now P is C1 (J, {z>), but 
we shall drop the parameter z since the proof can easily be “relativized”. Let p(u) be 
some .X1 formula such that 
P(x) iff &\cp(x) 
for all reals x. For M: > B > K = ICY, let 
Ps(x) iff JYB k q(x) 
andso, P = I I..,.,_ vn.p.u Ps. We shall show that one can define quasi-scale ( <t: n E CO> on 
each PB and thus, one can define a quasiscale < 6.: n E o) on P as follows: 
x <.y iff ~BEtl[PB(X)AvyyEB(lPY(X)) 
A‘dyEa(P'(Y)~[BdYA(p=Y~X &')l)l. 
It is easy to show that ( &: n E o) is a z, (4) quasi-scale on P. 
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The key Lemma 4.7, used in the proof of Theorem 4.4, asserts that every PB admits 
a closed game representation. Since we are working in a context without DC, it is 
important to note that the notion of “player I having a winning quasi-strategy” for 
these closed games can be described in terms of an inductive definition and therefore, 
can be defined without assuming DC [lo]. Hence, Lemma 4.7 is a theorem of ZF and 
does not require DC for its proof. The quasiscale (<t: n E w) on PB is now 
constructed as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, but using the transfer methods of Lemmas 
5.10 and 5.11. Exactly as before? the maps (/?: k) H Pf and (fl? n) ++ <{ are Cr (A). 
Thus, our proof is complete. 0 
Lemma 5.13 (ZF + AD + AC”). Let JZ be an iterable real premouse and let P E R 
be CI(J, {z}) f orsomezER.ZfP#0,thenPnC,(.,&,{z})#0. 
Proof. Let A = C,(&, { }) z an d assume P # 8. By Lemma 5.12, P carries a quasiscale 
(<,,: new) which is Cr(..Jt, {z}). Th e relation R defined by R(n, x, y) iff 
(x, y E P A x <. y) is in A. Clearly, A is closed under the operations 1, A, v ,3 ‘, VW 
and is closed under recursive substitutions. Therefore, Lemma 5.8 implies that 
Dr.-i- I M c-l\ ~fh 
1 1 ‘L.c.o(J~‘, {.LJ) f w. 0 
Theorem 5.14. Assume ZF + AD + V = K(R). Then DC, the axiom of dependent 
choices, holds. 
Proof. As remarked earlier, it is sufficient o prove 
ZF+AD+V=K(R)=z-DCa. 
We work in K(R) and shall assume that R” exists (otherwise, K(R) = L(R) and the 
result is just Theorem 5.6). Suppose, for a contradiction, that 
3P G R’[(vxER)(3yER)P(x,y) 
A 7 (3f:w + lR)(Vn E o)P(f(n),f(n + l))]. 
Since any such f: w + R can be coded as a real, the above is expressible by a Cr sen- 
tence, say cp, with parameters from R u {W}. Given a witness P c lR2 to cp, Theorem 
5.5(ii) implies that there is a real l-mouse JY such that P E M and therefore, &? 1 cp. We 
can assume without loss of generality that m& is a limit ordinal (otherwise, “extend” 
&I by applying Theorem 2.43 o many times). 
Since Hullf(R) <y &?, it follows that there is a witness P to cp in Hullf(R). Let z E R 
I__ _.._l_ rl_r n :_ r I I, r_,\ _-a l_CI_ Al_ P .___ A:_.. v.ll-c n-n -. r_ll___~.. 
UC suw LII~L r IS L 1 \a, lzjl am wane we luncwn r : us -+ M as IOIIOWS: 
F(x) = 
x, if 13yp(x,y), 
y, if y is the least real in C,(.M, {x, z}) such that P(x, y), 
where “least” refers to some canonical enumeration of formulae. The function F is 
well-defined by Lemma 5.13. Let x0 be any fixed real. Define f: w + R by induction 
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on n: f(0) = x,, and f(n + 1) = F(f(n)). Clearly, VnP(f(n),f(n + 1)). Contradic- 
tion. 0 
Corollary 5.15. Zf ZF + AD + P(R) g L(R) is consistent, then 
ZF + AD + DC + Vx < e?(c+#)-AD, 
is also consistent. 
Proof. Assume ZF + AD + P(W) $ L(R). Under this assumption Kechris [lo] 
proves that Iw# exists. Theorems 5.5 and 5.14 imply that K(R) k ZF + AD + DC. 
Since Iw# E K(R), the results of [7] or Cl33 imply that K([W)kMx < o2 
(r&7:)-AD,. 0 
Corollary 5.16. Zf ZF + AD + lDCw is consistent, then 
ZF + AD + DC + Va < w2 (a-#)-AD, 
is consistent, 
Proof. Assume ZF + AD + 1 DCw. Since ZF + AD * L(R) k DC, we conclude that 
9(R) $L (R). Corollary 5.15 now implies that ZF + AD + DC + VE < w2 (&I:)- 
ADw is consistent. 0 
We are now in a position to determine precisely the extent of scales in K(R), 
assuming only that K(R) b ZF + AD. We show that the pointclass Cr (K(R), R’u (W}) 
has the scale property and that any set of reals in K(R)\Cr (K(R), R u {R}) does not 
have a scale in K(R). Thus, our final result generalizes Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 
of [14]. 
Theorem 5.17. Assume K(R) b ZF + AD. Then 
(1) The pointclass ZI (K(R), R u {R}) has the scale property. 
(2) Zf a set ofreals P E K(R) admits a scale in K(R), then P is C,(K(!F!), Ru(W>). 
Proof. We shall work in K(R) assuming that Rk exists (otherwise, K(R) = L(R) and 
the result is proved in [14]) and therefore, Theorem 5.14 implies that DC holds. 
(1) By collection and Lemma 5.4, there is a real l-mouse J# such that .,H <T K(R), 
that is, for all z1 sentences q allowing parameters from R u {R}, 
.Hb=cp iff K(IW)kq. 
Thus, the pointclass ,Y, (K(R), R u (R)) is in fact equal to the pointclass 
C, (.N, R u { R}), which has the scale property by (relativizing the proof of) Theorem 
4.4. 
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(2) Since we are working in K(R), it follows that every set is ordinal definable from 
a real. For x, y E R let 
C(x, y) iff K(R) b “y is ordinal definable from IX”. 
By the reflection theorem, C is Cr (K(R), Ru {IX}). We first show that 1 C has no 
uniformization, from which we will conclude that 1 C has no scale (in K(R)). To see 
that 1 C has no uniformization, suppose that D uniformizes 1 C. Let x0 E R be so that 
D is ordinal definable from x0. Since { y: C(x, y)} can be well-ordered, AD implies that 
Vx 3y -Y C(x, y) and so, (Vx) (3a unique y) D(x, y). Therefore, let y, be the unique real 
so that D(xo, yo) and so, y. is ordinal definable from x0, that is, C(xo, yo). Contradic- 
tion. Now, if 1 C admits a scale, then the uniformization lemma [17, p. 2331 implies 
that 1 C has a uniformization. Hence, we conclude that 1 C has no scale. 
Suppose that a set of reals P admits a scale and is not C, (K(R), R u {R}). Since C is 
Z,(K(l%), Ru{R)), Wadge’s Lemma [17] implies that 1C is Wadge reducible to 
P and therefore, 1 C does have a scale. Contradiction. 0 
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